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Työssä tutkittiin, kuinka paljon taajuusmuuttajan välipiirin tehohäviöitä saadaan 

pienennettyä tasaamalla välipiirin kondensaattorien jännitteet aktiivisten piirien avulla. 

Suunniteltaessa taajuusmuuttajan välipiiriä vaadittu jännitekestoisuus voidaan saavuttaa 

kytkemällä kondensaattoreita sarjaan, mutta niiden epäideaalisuuksien, kuten erisuuruisten 

kapasitanssien ja vuotovirtojen, takia välipiirin jännite voi jakautua epätasaisesti 

kondensaattorien välillä. Kondensaattori, jonka yli vaikuttaa ylisuuri jännite, voi ikääntyä 

ennenaikaisesti tai hajota ylijännitetilanteissa. 

 

Laajassa käytössä oleva jännitteiden tasaustapa on kytkeä kondensaattorien rinnalle 

vastuksia, joilla on yhtä suuri resistanssi. Vaikka jännitteitä ei tarvitsi tasata, vastuksissa 

kulkee joka tapauksessa virta, joka aiheuttaa tehohäviöitä. Aktiivisen tasauspiirin tarkoitus 

on toimia vain tarvittaessa, jolloin tehohäviöitä voidaan pienentää. 

 

Aktiivisten tasauspiirien toimintaa simuloitiin käyttämällä LTspice-ohjelmaa. 

Vertailukohteena käytettiin olemassa olevan välipiirin, jonka kondensaattorien jännitteet 

tasataan vastuksilla, tehohäviöitä, jotka mitattiin LTspice-ohjelmalla. Simuloinnit tehtiin 

kahden ja kolmen kondensaattorin sarjaankytkennöille. 

 

Simulointien perusteella aktiivisilla tasauspiireillä voidaan pienentää tehohäviöitä, millä voi 

olla vaikutusta taajuusmuuttajan kokonaisenergiatehokkuuteen. Riippuen valitusta 

aktiivisesta tasauspiiristä haittana voi olla komponenttien aiempaa suurempi tilantarve, 

lisääntyneet elektromagneettiset häiriöt, tarve erilliselle välipiirin purkauspiirille tai 

lisääntyneet kustannukset. Jännitteiden tasaus on myös mahdollista tehdä taajuusmuuttajan 

apujännitelähteellä, jolloin toteutus voi vaatia vain vähäisiä muutoksia. 



ABSTRACT 
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This thesis studied how much power dissipation can be reduced using different active 

balancing circuits in the DC-link of a frequency converter. When a frequency converter DC-

link is designed a required voltage rating can be achieved by connecting capacitors in series. 

Because of their nonidealities such as variation of capacitances and leakage currents the 

voltage of the DC-link may be divided unequally between the capacitors causing the weakest 

capacitor to have a higher voltage, age prematurely and have a risk of failing in an 

overvoltage situation. 

 

Connecting resistors having the same resistance in parallel with capacitors is a widely used 

balancing method. Even though there were no need to balance the voltages current would 

flow through the balancing resistors causing power dissipation. The purpose of an active 

balancing circuit is to operate only when needed which will reduce power dissipation. 

 

The operation of different active balancing circuits was simulated using LTspice software. 

An existing DC-link in which the balancing is done by resistors was used as a reference. The 

first step was to measure the total power dissipation of the reference DC-link. Simulations 

were done for series connections of two and three capacitors. 

 

Based on the simulation results using active balancing can reduce power dissipation which 

in turn can improve the total energy efficiency of a frequency converter. Depending on the 

chosen balancing method the drawbacks can be increased space requirement of the 

components, increased electromagnetic interference, need for a separate discharging circuit 

and increased costs. It is possible to use the auxiliary power supply of a frequency converter 

to balance the capacitor voltages. It may be possible to achieve this with minor changes in 

the existing design. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

 

1.1 Background and motivation 

Conventionally, resistors are used in frequency converters to balance voltages of series 

connected capacitors in the intermediate DC-link. Nonidealities of capacitors can result in 

voltage imbalance between the capacitors causing premature ageing or a failure in an 

overvoltage situation. Balancing resistors are dimensioned so that they guarantee a good 

voltage division between the series connected capacitors and they must be able to withstand 

the system voltage. Even in an ideal situation when the capacitor voltages are equal there is 

balancing current flowing through the resistors causing power dissipation in vain. Power 

dissipation can be reduced by balancing the voltages only when necessary. The goal of the 

thesis is to find a more efficient way to balance the voltages of series connected capacitors. 

A literature study and simulations are performed. In addition, evaluating energy saving 

potential and analysing whether active balancing could be used in products of different 

topology is of interest. 

 

1.2 Frequency converter 

A frequency converter consists of three main components: input rectifier, intermediate DC-

link and output inverter. Input rectifier is typically a three-phase diode bridge which converts 

three-phase AC input voltage to DC voltage. The DC-link is used to stabilize the voltage i.e. 

to reduce DC voltage ripple. In a frequency converter the DC-voltage is converted back to 

AC-voltage by output inverter which can alter both the output voltage amplitude and 

frequency. This enables speed and torque control of an electric motor. Frequency converters 

are widely used in different areas of industry. They can be used for several applications such 

as pump, fan, extruder, elevator, winch and crane drives to name a few. Using frequency 

converters to supply motors offers better controllability of speed and torque compared to 

motors directly fed from a three-phase electrical network. (Niiranen 2000, pp. 48-50, 60-66.) 

 

The frequency converter under study in this thesis is a two-level converter which means that 

the DC-link has two levels: the plus and minus busbars. A three-level frequency converter 

has also a neutral level, but this type of converter is mainly used for high voltage and power 

applications. Figure 1.1 shows a simplified topology of a two-level frequency converter. 
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Figure 1.1. A simplified topology of a two-level frequency converter consisting of supply network, 

rectifier, DC-link and inverter (Mohan et al. 2003, p. 420). 

 

1.3 Capacitors 

There are many types of capacitors available such as electrolytic capacitors, film capacitors, 

metal-paper capacitors and ceramic capacitors but because of their different properties all of 

them are not suitable for every application. The ones commonly used in the DC-link of 

frequency converters are electrolytic and film capacitors. One of the reasons electrolytic 

capacitors are used more in low voltage frequency converters is their compact size while 

film capacitors are used in medium voltage drives because of the higher breakdown voltage 

capability. Therefore, the focus in this thesis is on the electrolytic capacitors. (Niiranen 2001, 

pp. 167-174.) 

 

1.3.1 Electrolytic capacitor 

Compared to the other capacitors the main advantage of an electrolytic capacitor is its 

compact size. They can have a large capacitance in relation to the volume. Other good 

properties are high ripple current capability, acceptable reliability and good cost efficiency. 

(TDK 2019, p. 2; Niiranen 2001, pp. 167, 170.) An electrolytic capacitor has two conductive 

layers, electrodes, and one isolating dielectric layer as seen in figure 1.2. Anode which is the 

positive electrode consists of a porous aluminium foil with a large surface area. On the 

surface of the anode there is an oxide layer (Al2O3) acting as an insulation. The negative 
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electrode, cathode, is also made of a high surface aluminium foil but without an oxide layer. 

Between the anode and the cathode there is a thin, porous paper spacer soaked in liquid 

electrolyte. (TDK 2019, p. 2; Niiranen 2001, p. 167.) 

 

 

Figure 1.2. Aluminium electrolytic capacitor (TDK 2019, p. 2. Reproduced with the permission of 

TDK). 

 

The materials are typically wound to form a cylinder (figure 1.3) and then enclosed in an 

aluminium capsule which has a connection to the cathode. When voltage is applied across 

an electrolytic capacitor a process called anodic oxidation starts building up an oxide layer 

on the anode foil. The main idea of an electrolytic capacitor is that the porous surface of 

aluminium is very large and the insulating oxide layer is very thin resulting in a large 

capacitance per volume. (TDK 2019, pp. 3-5; Niiranen 2001, p. 167.) 

 

The polarity of supply voltage cannot be changed or otherwise the oxidation process is 

reversed and the leakage current can increase rapidly. As the leakage current increases so 

does the power dissipation and overpressure which forms inside the capacitor may cause an 

explosion. The level of acceptable reverse voltage is significantly lower than the nominal 

voltage rating being just in the range of -1…1.5 V. (TDK 2019, pp. 3-5; Niiranen 2001, p. 

167.) 
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Figure 1.3. Aluminium electrolytic capacitor construction (TDK 2019, p. 4. Reproduced with the 

permission of TDK). 

 

1.3.2 Film capacitors 

Film capacitors are bulky when it comes to their size compared to the electrolytic capacitors 

but often the latter ones have to be connected in series when the operating voltage is high 

which increases the size of the whole assembly. The film capacitors have a greater 

breakdown voltage level than electrolytic capacitors, but the capacitance is lower although 

they have other advantages. Capacitance of film capacitors is more stable as function of 

temperature compared to the electrolytic capacitors. The most important property of a film 

capacitor is its self-healing capability. When a breakdown occurs in insulation metal 

electrode gets vaporized around that area and current stops flowing. The full dielectric 

strength is recovered in a really short time around 1…10 s. (Pyrhönen et al. 2011, p. 236; 

Niiranen 2001, pp. 170-173.) 

 

Figure 1.4 illustrates classification of different film capacitors according to the used 

dielectric material. The first letter M in a three-letter identification code stands for 

metallization and the last is the type of dielectric used in a film capacitor. T means 
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polyethylene terephthalate (PET), P polypropylene (PP) and N polyethylene naphthalate 

(PEN). (TDK 2018, p. 2.) 

 

 

Figure 1.4. Different types of film capacitors (TDK 2018, p. 2. Reproduced with the permission of 

TDK). 

 

Construction of a film capacitor is shown in figure 1.5. In a film capacitor, paper or plastic 

has been used as dielectric material although plastic is more common nowadays. Plastic 

dielectric has smaller losses which is a desirable feature in applications such as resonance 

and switch protection circuits. (Niiranen 2001, p. 172.) 

 

 

Figure 1.5. Typical construction of a film capacitor (TDK 2018, p.3. Reproduced with the permission 

of TDK). 
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1.3.3 Capacitor nonidealities 

Figure 1.6 shows different equivalent circuits of a capacitor and its nonidealities. The 

components presented in the equivalent circuits are results of different structural factors. 

Change in capacitance ∆C is temperature dependent and the series resistance Rs covers the 

internal resistances. Parallel resistance Rp is the insulation resistance between the terminals 

through which the leakage current flows. Capacitor conductors have inductances which are 

marked as LL and the LC is the capacitor’s internal inductance. Figure 1.6b shows further 

simplification in which the capacitance change C, and the series resistance have been 

removed. The series inductance Ls consists of LL and LC. In the last circuit in figure 1.6c the 

effective series resistance ESR consists of series and parallel resistances Rs and Rp, Ls is the 

series inductance and C the capacitance. (Pyrhönen et al. 2011, p. 226.) 

 

 

Figure 1.6. Different equivalent circuits of a capacitor showing the nonidealities (Pyrhönen et al. 

2011, p. 226). 

 

The total impedance Z of the capacitor equivalent circuit presented in figure 1.6c can be 

calculated as 

 

 

|𝑍| = √𝐸𝑆𝑅2 + (
1

2π𝑓𝐶
− 2π𝑓𝐿)

2

 

(1.1) 
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where ESR is the effective series resistance, f the operating frequency, C the capacitance and 

L the inductance. (Pyrhönen et al. 2011, p. 226.) 

 

Because the frequency is one of the variables in equation (1.1), the equation is useful when 

a capacitor is supplied with AC-voltage. DC-voltage has no frequency which will eliminate 

the reactance part of the total impedance. (Pyrhönen et al. 2011, p. 226.) 

 

1.3.4 Effects of capacitor nonidealities 

A voltage source inverter, VSI, has an intermediate DC-link which consists of multiple 

capacitors connected in series and parallel. When capacitors are connected in series, the 

voltage is not divided equally between them as a result of their nonidealities. Such imbalance 

may cause premature ageing or in the worst case a capacitor to fail. Capacitor manufacturers 

usually give a tolerance for the capacitance and maximum leakage current in datasheets. 

When an ideal capacitor is supplied with DC-voltage, no current should be flowing anymore 

after the capacitor has been fully charged. The aluminium oxide layer of an electrolytic 

aluminium capacitor is not ideal which causes a small amount of current always to flow from 

anode to cathode. Although the major contributor is the inconsistent dielectric oxide layer 

there are several reasons which can add up to the total leakage current (Albertsen 2018, p. 

3-4; TDK 2019, p. 13): 

- Manufacturing damages 

- Operation voltage 

- Operation temperature 

- Crystal errors 

- Foreign atoms in aluminium base layer 

- Mechanical stress 

- Oxide layer dissolving in the electrolyte 

- Dielectric absorption (capacitor memory effect) 

- Bypass currents 

- Storage conditions 

- Tunnel effect. 
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In figure 1.7 there are two graphs from the capacitor manufacturer TDK which show the 

change of leakage current over time after an electrolytic capacitor has been connected to a 

DC voltage. Both graphs in figure 1.7 represent the typical behaviour of a new electrolytic 

aluminium capacitor after it is exposed to a burn-in process in a factory during which the 

rated voltage is applied. The process leads to an initial reduction of leakage currents which 

will then gradually increase upon storage. The left graph shows behaviour from time period 

of 60 minutes and the right one from time period of 48 hours. In both graphs the initial 

leakage current is much higher than after a certain time period.  (TDK 2019, p. 14.) 

 

 

Figure 1.7. Normalized leakage currents Ileak,t/Ileak,60min and Ileak,t/Ileak,48h as function of time (TDK 

2019, p. 14. Reproduced with the permission of TDK). 

 

Figure 1.8 shows how the level of supply voltage affects leakage current of a new capacitor. 

When the voltage increases over the rated voltage of capacitor the leakage current starts to 

increase steeply. Below the rated voltage the leakage current is not changing as significantly. 

(TDK 2019, p. 15.) 
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Figure 1.8. Normalized initial leakage current Ileak (Uop)/Ileak (UR) as function of operation voltage 

Uop and rated voltage UR ratio at 60 oC (TDK 2019, p. 15. Reproduced with the permission of TDK). 

 

As mentioned, operation temperature also has an impact on the leakage current. Figure 1.9 

shows that higher the internal temperature of capacitor is the more leakage current is flowing. 

The graph in figure 1.9 is valid for a new capacitor. (TDK 2019, p. 15.) 
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Figure 1.9. Normalized initial leakage current Ileak (Tcore)/Ileak (20 oC) as function of internal 

temperature Tcore with rated voltage UR (TDK 2019, p. 15. Reproduced with the permission of TDK). 

 

TDK gives in their document “Aluminum Electrolytic Capacitors General Technical 

Information” (2019) two equations by which one can estimate the operational leakage 

current. Operational leakage current of long-life graded capacitors can be estimated as 

 

 
𝐼leak,op = 0.00025µA ∙

𝐶R
1µF

∙
𝑈R
1V

+ 1µA 
(1.2) 

 

where Ileak,op is the operational leakage current, CR the rated capacitance and UR the rated 

voltage. (TDK 2019, p. 16.) 

 

Substituting CR with rated capacitance in microfarads and UR with rated voltage in volts will 

cancel out farads and volts in equation (1.2). The result is leakage current in microamps. 
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Operational leakage current of general-purpose capacitors can be estimated using the 

following equation. 

 

 
𝐼leak,op = 0.0005µ𝐴 ∙

𝐶R
1µF

∙
𝑈R
1𝑉

+ 3µA 
(1.3) 

 

According to IEC 60384-1 standard which is a generic specification for fixed capacitors used 

in electronic equipment the leakage current is measured using the rated voltage for 5 minutes. 

(IEC 2016b, p. 34). Precondition for the measurement is that the capacitor has to be fully 

charged (IEC 2016b, p. 34). Based on the specification set by the standard, equations (1.2) 

and (1.3) can be used for estimating the leakage current of a capacitor with a capacitance 

value deviating from the rated by substituting CR with a capacitance value in which tolerance 

has been taken into account. Equations (1.2) and (1.3) do not consider the internal 

temperature and operation voltage deviating from the rated and therefore correction factors 

presented in tables 1.1 and 1.2 should be used. (TDK 2019, p. 16.) 

 

Table 1.1. Correction factors for operational leakage current at different temperature levels (TDK 

2019, p. 16. Reproduced with the permission of TDK). 

Temperature (oC) 0 20 50 60 70 85 125 

Factor (typical value) 0.5 1 4 5 6 10 12.5 

 

Table 1.2. Correction factors for operational leakage current at different operating voltage levels 

(TDK 2019, p. 16. Reproduced with the permission of TDK). 

Operating voltage, in %  
of the rated voltage UR 

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

Typical values, in % of the  
operating leakage current Ileak,op  
(General-purpose grade) 

3 6 9 14 18 25 40 50 100 

Typical values, in % of the  
operating leakage current Ileak,op  
(Long-life grade) 

8 14 17 23 30 40 50 70 100 
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Using the operational leakage current value, the parallel resistance Rp representing the 

leakage current in the capacitor equivalent circuit can be calculated as 

 

 
𝑅p =

𝑈R
𝐼leak,op

 
(1.4) 

 

where Rp is the insulation resistance of a capacitor and Ileak,op the operational leakage current. 

 

It must be noted that if a DC-link has capacitors connected in parallel (figure 1.10) the total 

resistance Rp.tot can be evaluated using 

 

 1

𝑅p.tot
=

1

𝑅p1
+

1

𝑅p2
+⋯+

1

𝑅p𝑛
 

(1.5) 

 

where Rpn is the parallel resistance of the nth capacitor. 

 

 

Figure 1.10. Resistances connected in parallel. 

 

One can calculate the voltage across the resistance 2 in figure 1.11 from 

 

 
𝑈Rp2 = 𝑈in

𝑅p2

(𝑅p1 + 𝑅p2)
 

(1.6) 

 

In equation (1.6) URp2 is the voltage across the resistor Rp2, Rp1 is the insulation resistance of 

capacitor 1, Rp2 is the insulation resistance of capacitor 2 and Uin is the supply voltage. 
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Figure 1.11. Voltage division of series connected resistances. 

 

Respectively, different capacitances result in voltage division (figure 1.12) and by the 

following equation one can calculate the voltage across the capacitor 2. 

 

 
𝑈𝐶2 = 𝑈in

𝐶1
(𝐶1 + 𝐶2)

 

 

(1.7) 

In equation (1.7) UC2 is voltage across the capacitance 2, C1 is the capacitance of capacitor 

1 and C2 is the capacitance of capacitor 2. 

 

 

Figure 1.12. Voltage division of series connected capacitances. 

 

The voltage division between the capacitances cannot be calculated simply by replacing the 

capacitances in equation (1.6). Capacitance of a capacitor is calculated as 

 

 
𝐶 =

𝑄

𝑈
 

(1.8) 
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where C is the capacitance, Q is the charge and U is the voltage. 

 

Rearranging equation (1.8) voltage can be calculated as 

 

 
𝑈 =

𝑄

𝐶
 

 

(1.9) 

The charges of each capacitor in series are equal which means that voltage across a single 

capacitor will change according to its capacitance (Tahalyani et al. 2020, p. 24). The higher 

the capacitance is the lower is the voltage across the capacitor with a certain charge. 

 

1.3.5 Capacitor charging and discharging 

When charging or discharging a capacitor its voltage will increase or decrease according to 

the time constant of an RC-circuit (resistance and capacitance in series). The time constant 

is determined as 

 

 𝜏 = 𝑅𝐶 

 

(1.10) 

where τ is the time constant, R the resistance of the system and C the capacitance of the 

system. 

 

According to equation (1.10) if resistance or capacitance of each capacitor in the DC-link is 

different the voltage across each capacitor will have a different rate of change. When 

charging a capacitor, the voltage at any specific time can be calculated by 

 

 
𝑈(𝑡) = 𝑈0(1 − 𝑒−

𝑡
𝜏) 

 

(1.11) 

where U0 is the voltage at t = 0 s and t is time. 
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Respectively when discharging a capacitor, the voltage at any time instant will be 

 

 
𝑈(𝑡) = 𝑈0𝑒

−
𝑡
𝜏 

 

(1.12)  

Charging and discharging of an RC-circuit are shown in figures 1.13 and 1.14. 

 

 

Figure 1.13. Charging curve of an RC-circuit. 

 

Figure 1.14. Discharging curve of an RC-circuit. 
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1.4 Power bipolar junction transistor 

A power BJT has a four-layer construction which is presented in figure 1.15. Usually NPN-

type transistors have higher voltage and current ratings than PNP-types. A power NPN BJT 

has three legs: collector, emitter and base. The collector is built of a richly doped layer and 

a sparsely doped drifting layer (depletion layer) to guarantee a high voltage tolerance. When 

current is applied on the base of a transistor and the voltage across the base and emitter 

increases over the threshold voltage then the transistor starts to conduct. Current flows from 

the collector to the emitter and its amplitude can be controlled by the base current. When the 

voltage across the base and emitter is higher than the threshold voltage charge carriers start 

to move across the junction. Most of the charge carriers (electrons) are moving from the 

emitter to the collector because their recombination time is long and the base length short. 

In order to keep the transistor conducting a constant current on the base is required. (Niiranen 

2001, pp. 10-11.) 

 

 

Figure 1.15. A principle construction of an NPN power bipolar junction transistor (Niiranen 2001, 

p. 72. Reproduced with the permission of Gaudeamus). 

 

The base current IB is considerably smaller than the collector current IC which means that 

the emitter current can be approximated to be equal to the collector current. The base current 

needed to overcome the potential barrier formed by the depletion layer between the emitter 

and base junction is low in which the current gain β of BJT is based on. (Niiranen 2001, p. 

11.) 
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Current gain can be calculated as 

 

 
𝛽 =

𝐼C
𝐼B

 

 

(1.13) 

where β is the current gain, IC the collector current and IB the base current. (Mohan et al. 

2003, p. 552.) 

 

A power BJT can be used also as a switch although IGBTs have superseded their use. An 

IGBT is built of a MOSFET and a PNP transistor to create a component that can be 

controlled to on-state with a current pulse and to off-state with a negative current pulse i.e. 

a charge. In the application studied in this thesis a BJT is used for current amplification. 

Behaviour of a BJT is visualized by current-voltage characteristics presented in figure 1.16. 

(Mohan et al. 2003, p. 549.) 

 

 

Figure 1.16. Current-voltage characteristics of a power bipolar junction transistor (Niiranen 2001, 

p. 73. Reproduced with the permission of Gaudeamus; Mohan et al. 2003, p. 549). 

 

Figure 1.16 shows three different operating regions: saturation, quasi-saturation and active. 

In the active region the collector current is only dependent on the base current and increasing 

the collector-emitter voltage does not increase the collector current anymore. When a BJT is 

used as a switch it is usually operated in the saturated region where power dissipation is low. 
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When used as an amplifier the operation point is in the active region. (Niiranen 2001, pp. 

72-74.) 

 

There are restrictions which must be considered when using a power BJT. Forward bias safe 

operating area, FBSOA, sets a maximum limit for collector current and collector-emitter 

voltage. The collector current and the collector-emitter voltage cannot be at the maximum 

value at the same time because the resulting power dissipation would heat up the transistor 

too much. Maximum collector current given in a datasheet must be obeyed or otherwise too 

high collector current can damage thin bonding wires connecting the semiconductive layers 

to the legs. If the base current losses are ignored power dissipation in on-state can be 

calculated as  

 

 𝑃on = 𝐼C ∙ 𝑈CE(sat) (1.14) 

 

where Pon is the on-state power dissipation, IC the collector current and UCE(sat) the collector-

emitter voltage in saturation state. (Mohan et al. 2003, p. 565 Niiranen 2001, p. 75.) 

 

Primary breakdown can happen if the maximum breakdown voltage ratings are exceeded. 

Usually, manufacturers give a maximum voltage for collector-emitter, collector-base and 

base-emitter junctions. A power BJT must be able to handle the maximum voltage which 

can occur in a system it is part of when it is in blocking state. In order to have a good current 

gain the base layer must be as thin as possible. Therefore, also the reverse breakdown voltage 

capability of a BJT is low. Breakdown voltage rating of the base-emitter junction is usually 

from 5 to 20 V. (Mohan et al. 2003, pp. 562-563.) 

 

Secondary breakdown is a thermal failure mode which happens when the collector-emitter 

voltage and the collector current are large. Power dissipation is large, and it is localized in 

small areas over the whole volume which start to heat up. As the temperature increases so 

does the current density in these areas which eventually causes the collector-emitter voltage 

to collapse. To prevent secondary breakdown sufficient cooling of the transistor must be 

ensured. (Mohan et al. 2003, pp. 563-565; Niiranen 2001, p. 75.) 
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Reverse bias safe operating area, RBSOA, is larger than the FBSOA and it is not dependent 

on the temperature. RBSOA applies when a BJT is being turned off and is useful when 

designing overvoltage protection for the BJT. (Mohan et al. 2003, pp. 567-568; Niiranen 

2001, pp. 77-78.) 

 

1.5 Power metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor 

Construction of an N-channel power metal-oxide semiconductor field-effect transistor, 

MOSFET, is shown in figure 1.17. 

 

 

Figure 1.17. Principle construction of an N-channel MOSFET including the parasitic diode (Mohan 

et al. 2003, p. 582). 

 

A common metal oxide semiconductor field-effect transistor, MOSFET, is an N-channel 

type MOSFET but also a P-channel type exists. MOSFET has three legs: drain, source and 

gate. Unlike BJTs a MOSFET does not need constant current for the control but constant 

voltage on the gate. When voltage is supplied on the gate and it is higher than the rated 

threshold voltage the MOSFET starts to conduct. MOSFETs are suitable for high switching 

frequency applications as there are no excess charge carriers which need to be moved in 

transient situations. (Niiranen 2001, pp. 14-15.) 

 

Capacitances between the gate and drain as well as the gate and source together with the gate 

resistance cause a delay in switching a MOSFET on and off as they form an RC-circuit. Gate 

threshold voltage is usually in the range of 1.5 to 4 V. (Niiranen 2001, pp. 91-92.) 
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One can see the voltage-current characteristics of an N-channel MOSFET in figure 1.18.  

When the gate voltage is less than the threshold voltage the MOSFET is in the cut-off region. 

A MOSFET is able to block current in the drain-source direction but due to a parasitic diode 

(figure 1.17) which results from its structure current can flow from the source to the drain. 

In the ohmic region the drain-source voltage is small and power dissipation can be kept low 

even with a high drain current. The active region must not be confused with the saturation 

region of a power BJT. In this area the drain current does not depend on the drain-source 

voltage but the gate-source voltage. (Mohan et al. 2003, pp. 574-576; Niiranen 2001, p. 90.) 

 

 

Figure 1.18. Voltage-current characteristics of an N-channel MOSFET (Mohan et al. 2003, p. 575). 

 

On-state losses of a power MOSFET can be calculated as 

 

 𝑃on = 𝐼on
2 ∙ 𝑅DS(on) (1.15) 

 

where Pon is the dissipative power, Ion the on-state load current and RDS(on) the on-state 

resistance. (Mohan et al. 2003, p. 588.) 
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When a MOSFET is operated as a switch equation (1.15) can be modified to include the 

ratio of on-state and off-state times which results in 

 

 
𝑃on = 𝑈on𝐼on

𝑡on
𝑇sw

 
(1.16) 

 

where Uon is the voltage across the switch in on-state, ton the on-state interval and Tsw the 

time of one operation cycle. (Mohan et al. 2003, p. 23.) 

 

Equation (1.16) above considers only the power dissipation when the MOSFET is 

conducting but does not include the effect of switching on and off the device. Average power 

loss due to switching Psw can be approximated by 

 

 
𝑃sw =

1

2
𝑈in𝐼on𝑓sw(𝑡c(on) + 𝑡c(off)) 

(1.17) 

 

where Uin is the supply voltage, fsw the switching frequency, tc(on) the turn-on time and tc(off) 

the turn-off time. (Mohan et al. 2003, p. 23.) 

 

UGS(max) tells the maximum gate voltage a power MOSFET can withstand. It is usually from 

20 to 30 V. Gate overvoltage protection can be done by two zener diodes connected back to 

back between the gate and source. BUDSS is the drain-source breakdown voltage which must 

not be exceeded in order to avoid avalanche breakdown. (Mohan et al. 2003, pp. 587-588.) 

 

A power MOSFET has also a SOA which is shown in datasheets. It is similar to SOA of a 

power BJT. SOA gives maximum values for the drain current, the internal junction 

temperature and the drain-source breakdown voltage. Secondary breakdown in a power 

MOSFET is unlikely to happen. (Mohan et al. 2003, p. 591.) 
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2 BALANCING METHODS 

 

 

Following chapters present different balancing methods which could be used in a DC-link. 

Many of the methods found in literature study are meant for different topologies for example 

three and five-level inverters. Not only the topology is different, but the balancing is based 

on the output inverter modulation scheme in which the voltage balance is one of the control 

variables. These methods were not studied but only the ones suitable for two-level frequency 

converters and which do not require inverter modulation to be involved. 

 

2.1 Resistor balancing 

A simple and widely used method to balance the voltages of series connected DC-link 

capacitors is connecting resistors in parallel with them. Resistance of the balancing resistors 

must be much lower than the parallel resistance Rp in capacitor equivalent circuit (figure 2.1) 

and the accuracy of balancing resistors must be high. (TDK 2019, p. 26.) 

 

 

Figure 2.1. Voltage balancing of two series connected capacitors using balancing resistors (Rsymm) 

(TDK 2019, p. 26. Reproduced with the permission of TDK. Modified from TDK). 

 

This will ensure a higher flow of current through the balancing resistors compared to the 

leakage current and the voltages across the capacitors will be balanced. For example, the 

capacitor manufacturer, TDK, gives a following rule of thumb for dimensioning balancing 

resistors (TDK 2019, p. 26). 
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𝑅symm = 100MΩ ∙

1

√𝑁p ∙ 𝐶R
µF 

 

(2.1) 

In equation (2.1) Rsymm is the resistance of a balancing resistor connected in parallel with a 

single capacitor, Np the number of capacitors connected in parallel and CR the rated 

capacitance of a single capacitor in the bank in F. (TDK 2019, p. 26.) 

 

The drawback of using resistor balancing is that in ideal situation where the capacitances 

and leakage currents of capacitors would be perfectly equal there would still flow a constant 

current through the balancing resistors. Losses are created even though there would be no 

need for balancing. (TDK 2019, p. 26.) 

 

The leakage current of a capacitor can be represented by a parallel resistance as shown in 

figure 1.6. To give an example of how balancing resistors will balance the voltages of two 

capacitors connected in series the parallel resistance of the other capacitor can be assumed 

to be 1 MΩ while the other one is 2 MΩ. Then 1 kΩ resistors are added in parallel to the 

capacitors. The total resistance Rtot of the upper and lower DC-link capacitor is 

 

 
𝑅tot =

𝑅p ∙ 𝑅bal

𝑅p + 𝑅bal
 

(2.2) 

 

where Rp is the parallel resistance modelling leakage current of a capacitor and Rbal is the 

resistance of a balancing resistor. 

 

Table 2.1 below lists the total resistances of upper and lower halves of a DC link. One can 

observe that when the balancing resistors are added in the circuit the total resistance does 

not differ that much anymore. In this example the difference is only approximately 1% and 

without the balancing resistors the difference would be approximately 200%. 
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Table 2.1. Total resistances of upper and lower halves in a DC-link. 

 Balancing resistors Capacitor internal 

parallel leakage 

resistance 

Total resistance 

Upper capacitor 1 kΩ 1 MΩ 0.999 kΩ 

Lower capacitor 1 kΩ 2 MΩ 1.0 kΩ 

 

Using equation (1.6) the voltage division can be calculated and applying it in this case the 

voltages across both capacitors can be said to be equal. 

 

Another way to approach dimensioning the balancing resistors would be to determine the 

highest possible capacitor leakage current present in the system. Then one can calculate the 

voltage deviation between capacitors as 

 

 
Δ𝑢 =

1

2

Δ𝐼leak
𝐼Q

∙ 100% 
(2.3) 

 

where Δu is the voltage deviation of capacitors in percent, ΔIleak the leakage current deviation 

and IQ the quiescent current (Ertl et al. 2008, p. 3). 

 

In order to have voltage deviation Δu less than 10% using equation (2.3) quiescent current 

must be at least 5 times as large as ΔI. The balancing resistor value Rb can be defined as 

 

 
𝑅b =

𝑈mid

𝐼Q
 

(2.4) 

 

where Umid is the voltage of middle point in a DC-link (Ertl et al. 2008, p. 3). 

 

The method proposed by TDK for calculating required resistance of a balancing resistor 

considers the capacitance of a single capacitor and the number of parallel connected 

capacitors without need to know the leakage current (TDK 2019, p. 26). In the method 

proposed by Ertl et al. (2008, p. 3) estimated leakage current is needed. 
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2.2 Active balancing using BJTs 

At simplest a balancing circuit in the article by Ertl et al. (2008) consists of a high impedance 

voltage divider, transistors and capacitors as shown in figure 2.2. An NPN-type transistor is 

used in the upper half of the DC-link and a PNP-type in the lower half. (Ertl et. al 2008, p. 

2; TDK 2019, p. 26.) 

 

 

Figure 2.2. Principle circuit of active balancing using bipolar or field-effect transistors (Ertl et al. 

2003, p. 5. Reproduced with the permission of Ertl. Modified from Ertl). 

 

The active balancing method seen in figure 2.2 resembles the circuit of a B-class amplifier 

although no AC-signal is connected in the midpoint of the resistors (Silvonen 2004, pp. 178-

179). In a situation where the upper capacitor has a lower capacitance and a lower leakage 

current than the lower capacitor voltage of the upper capacitor will be higher. When the 

difference between the voltage across the upper resistor in the voltage divider chain and 

upper capacitor will top the threshold voltage of the BJT current will start flowing from the 

base to the emitter. Due to the current gain of BJT a higher current will flow from the 

collector to the emitter. The voltage divider resistors should be dimensioned in such manner 

that the current flowing through them when there is no need for balancing is low compared 

to the collector-emitter current of a transistor. Furthermore, a transistor with a large current 

gain should be used to ensure a high balancing current from the collector to the emitter. (Ertl 

et al. 2008, pp. 3-4.) 

 

Using BJTs for active balancing will set several challenges in the design. One is that it may 

be difficult to find a BJT which has a large enough breakdown voltage rating and a high 

current gain. To overcome this multiple BJTs can be connected in series to achieve desired 
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breakdown voltage capability but doing so will add complexity in the circuit especially if 

this method is used for higher number of capacitors connected in series. (Ertl et al. 2008, p. 

4.) 

 

Another solution is to use a Darlington-connected BJT in which the emitter of a transistor is 

connected to the base of a second transistor. Even though one BJT has a small current gain 

using Darlington-connection much larger current gain can be achieved. A drawback of such 

a configuration is increased power dissipation as a result of increased forward bias voltage. 

(Ertl et al. 2003, p. 5; Mohan et al. 2003, p. 547-548; Niiranen 2001, p. 82.) 

 

Leakage current difference between the upper capacitor and the lower capacitor defines the 

need for balancing power. The worst-case scenario would be that the leakage current is at 

maximum level only in the other half of the DC-link while in the other no leakage current is 

flowing. Required base current for transistor can be approximated using the worst-case 

scenario leakage current and equation (1.13). High impedance voltage divider resistances 

should be as high as possible not to reduce the performance of the balancing circuit too much 

but at the same time keep quiescent losses low. (Ertl et al. 2008, p. 5.) 

 

Achieving a good dynamic performance and low power dissipation in a situation in which 

balancing is not needed the balancing circuit should be designed to have a high input 

resistance and respectively a low output resistance. According to Ertl et al. (2008, p. 6) the 

output resistance Rout can be calculated as 

 

 
𝑅out =

𝑅b
𝛽
∙
𝑁 + 1

4
 

(2.5) 

 

where Rb is the voltage divider resistance, N number of cascade connected transistors and β 

current gain of a transistor. (Ertl et al. 2008, p. 6.) 

 

Equation (2.5) shows that by increasing resistance of the voltage divider or the number of 

cascade connected transistors the output resistance of a balancing circuit increases but a 

higher current gain reduces it. 
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2.3 Active balancing using MOSFETs 

The balancing method introduced in the previous subchapter can be realised also by using 

MOSFETs as shown in figure 2.2. Benefits of using MOSFETs instead of BJTs are reduced 

number of components, better thermal endurance and lower costs. The MOSFETs may need 

overvoltage protection across the gate and source. This can be done by using two zener 

diodes connected back to back between the gate and the source. (Ertl et al. 2008, p. 7; Mohan 

et al. 2003, p. 588.) 

 

2.4 Active balancing using a switched capacitor 

Switched capacitor method comprises of an additional capacitor which is used for 

transferring the energy from the capacitor which has a higher voltage to the capacitor of a 

lower voltage in the DC-link (figure 2.3). This method can be easily extended for a DC-link 

which has more than two capacitors in series (figure 2.4). Using MOSFETs as switches a 

floating capacitor which is used for balancing is connected in turns in parallel with each 

capacitor. Using for example relays instead of MOSFETs is not a very practical and long-

term solution because the switches are operated continuously which would shorten the 

lifetime of the relays drastically. In the proposed method the switches are operated with open 

loop control which means that no measurements are needed. (Pan et al. 2019, p. 1-2.) 

 

 

Figure 2.3. Voltage balancing of two series connected capacitors done by switched capacitor method 

(Pan et al. 2019, p. 1). 
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The losses in the switched capacitor balancing will mainly consist of switching losses (Pan 

et al. 2019, p. 2). The internal losses of a capacitor can be neglected as they are significantly 

smaller than the aforementioned losses. The article by Pan et al. (2019, p. 7) states that the 

switched capacitor balancing is a cost-effective solution as MOSFETs with a large on-

resistance can be used. The switching losses will be low because only a small high frequency 

current flows through the MOSFETs and a satisfactory voltage balance between the two 

series connected capacitors can be achieved with a 20 W balancing power. (Pan et al. 2019, 

p. 7.) 

 

 

Figure 2.4. Voltage balancing of three series connected capacitors done by switched capacitor 

method (Pan et al. 2019, p. 1). 

 

Depending on the duty ratio the floating capacitor is connected roughly half of the switching 

time period in parallel to one of the capacitors in the DC-link and the current flows through 

two MOSFETs. The balancing circuit should be designed so that the time constant of an RC-

circuit consisting of the total on-resistance of two MOSFETs and the floating capacitor is 
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smaller than half of the switching time period Tsw. Small time constant ensures that the 

floating capacitor has enough time to charge and discharge to the same voltage level of the 

DC-link capacitors. (Pan et al. 2019, p. 2-3.) 

 

2.5 Active balancing using a flyback converter-based auxiliary power supply 

A flyback converter is split into two circuits, primary and secondary, and a transformer 

provides electrical isolation. When the MOSFET is switched on and starts conducting the 

diode on the secondary side is reverse biased because of different polarities of the 

transformer windings. Energy is then stored in the magnetic field of the transformer. Once 

the MOSFET is switched off the energy is released and a current is flowing through the 

secondary side diode. (Mohan et al. 2003, pp. 308-310.) 

 

The voltage transfer ratio of a flyback converter can be calculated as 

 

 𝑈out
𝑈in

=
𝑁2
𝑁1

∙
𝐷

1 − 𝐷
 

(2.6) 

 

where Uout is the output voltage, Uin the input voltage, N1 number of turns on the transformer 

primary winding, N2 number of turns on the transformer secondary winding and D the duty 

ratio. (Mohan et al. 2003, pp. 308-309.) 

 

As seen in equation (2.6), by altering the duty ratio the output voltage can be controlled. 

Semiconductor manufacturers offer flyback controllers in which most basic functions are 

controlling a switch based on the reference voltage and feedback. If the switching frequency 

is kept constant then by changing the duty ratio a desired output voltage can be achieved. 

Duty ratio is defined as 

 

 
𝐷 =

𝑡on
𝑇sw

 
(2.7) 

 

where ton is the on-time of a switch and Tsw the switching time period. (Mohan et al. 2003, 

p. 309.) 
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In the patent application by Lounila (1999), balancing of capacitor voltages is done by means 

of a flyback converter as seen in figure 2.5. The circuit consists of a transformer which has 

a primary winding divided into two parts for the upper and lower halves of the DC-link and 

one secondary. Both primaries have a MOSFET and a diode connected in series with them 

because a MOSFET can conduct current in both directions when switched on and through 

the parasitic diode in source-drain direction when switched off. The secondary side of the 

transformer supplies for example auxiliary power for a frequency converter. Usually, the 

level of auxiliary voltage is 24 VDC. (Lounila 1999, p. 1-2.) 

 

 

Figure 2.5. Voltage balancing of two capacitors connected in series done by a flyback converter and 

supplying the balancing energy to an external circuit (Lounila 1999, p. 1). 

  

The method in question is suitable for balancing voltages of multiple series connected 

capacitors (figure 2.6). The switches in figure 2.5 are turned on and off at the same time. For 

example, if the upper capacitor of the DC-link has a higher voltage level than the lower, 

when the switches are turned on, both primary windings will have the higher voltage level 

across them because of the transformer. The diode connected in series with the switch S2 in 

figure 2.5 will become reverse biased and no current will flow through the switch S2. 

(Lounila 1999, p. 3.) 
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Figure 2.6. Voltage balancing of three capacitors connected in series using a flyback converter 

(Lounila 1999, p. 6). 

 

Transformer leakage inductances can cause overvoltages and break components when the 

switches are turned off but the transistors can be protected by means of a snubber circuit. 

The balancing circuits in figures 2.5 and 2.6 do not comprise such protection circuit. The 

patent application by Lounila (1999) only mentions that switches capable of withstanding a 

high voltage stress must be used. (Lounila 1999, p. 2; Mohan et al. 2003, p. 680.) 

 

2.6 Active balancing using an LLC-based auxiliary power supply 

Shi et al. (2019) propose a method to balance capacitor voltages using an LLC-based 

auxiliary power supply and it can be implemented for multiple capacitors connected in 

series. The principle balancing circuits for two and three capacitors connected in series are 

shown in figures 2.7 and 2.8. The LLC means that the circuit consists of two inductances and 

one capacitance. This type of converter is classified as a resonant-switch converter (Mohan 
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et al. 2003, p. 274). High switching frequency is used in power supplies to reduce 

transformer size which affects the weight, cost and size of the whole converter. Drawback is 

high voltage and thermal stress on the switches. In addition, electromagnetic interference or 

EMI is generated due to high frequency switch-mode operation. Zero-voltage-switching 

(ZVS) and zero-current-switching (ZCS) are control methods which together with different 

resonant converter topologies can overcome the abovesaid drawbacks. (Mohan et al. 2003, 

pp. 249, 251.) 

 

 

Figure 2.7. Voltage balancing of two series connected capacitors using a half-bridge LLC-based 

auxiliary power supply (Shi et al. 2019, pp. 1-2). 

  

ZVS means that the switch is turned on or off when the voltage across the switch is zero. 

Respectively ZCS operation means that the switch is turned on or off when the current 

flowing through the switch is zero. (Mohan et al. 2003, p. 249.)  
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Figure 2.8. Voltage balancing of three series connected capacitors using a half-bridge LLC-based 

auxiliary power supply (Shi et al. 2019, pp. 1-2). 

 

The topology presented in the article by Shi et al. (2019) can be categorized as zero-voltage-

switching clamped-voltage converter (Shi et al. 2019 p. 1; Mohan et al. 2003, p. 280). The 

article states that the only additional components needed are small inductors between the 

middle points of series connected capacitors and half-bridge converter legs. The balancing 

inductor should be designed in such way that the zero-voltage switching (ZVS) is achieved. 

Balancing circuit is connected across every two successive capacitors and inductors added 

in the middle points which enables use of this method for multiple capacitors connected in 

series. As the half-bridge converter is open loop controlled no measurements are required. 

The converter is frequency modulated with a fixed 50% duty cycle. (Shi et al. 2019, pp. 1-

2.) 
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3 SIMULATION OF BALANCING METHODS 

 

 

Simulation of each balancing method presented in the previous chapter was executed using 

the LTspice simulation software. The LLC-based auxiliary power supply voltage balancer 

was excluded from the simulations because all the values of the resonant tank are not 

mentioned in the article by Shi et al. (2019). Dimensioning a resonant tank is not a simple 

procedure and is not in the scope of the thesis. Table 3.1 lists the common initial parameters 

which were used in every simulation. The DC-link of a frequency converter having a 

nominal power in the range of 30 kW to 45 kW was used as a reference in every simulation.  

Originally the reference DC-link has three capacitors in parallel and they are in series with 

another set of three parallel capacitors. For the simulation models the reference DC-link was 

extended to have also a third set of capacitors in series with the previous ones. To simplify 

the simulation model the capacitances, parallel resistances and ESRs of the parallel 

connected capacitors were summed up as shown in figure 3.1. 

 

 

Figure 3.1. Simplification of the extended reference DC-link. 

 

The rated capacitance of an aluminium electrolytic capacitor used in the simulations is 1250 

µF and its rated voltage is 400 V. Supply voltages used in the simulations were selected so 

that the voltage across each capacitor in the DC-link is the rated voltage of the capacitor 

when the voltages are in balance. In reality, the operating voltage across one capacitor will 
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be lower but using the rated voltage of a capacitor in the calculations will result in a higher 

leakage current which will give some margin as the effect of higher operation temperature 

has not been considered. Calculations of total ESR and parallel resistances can be found in 

appendix I. 

 

The main components in the simulation models are the DC voltage source, the charging 

resistor and the DC-link. The simulation models based on the switched capacitor and the 

flyback converter have an extra circuit which shorts the charging resistor after the DC-link 

has been charged. This way the charging resistor will not affect the total time constant of the 

circuit. The switches are operated with a high switching frequency and a higher time constant 

would affect the performance of the balancing circuit during transients. 

 

At the beginning of every simulation the DC-link is charged from 0 V to Uin (table 3.1). 

Balancing methods done by using resistors, BJTs and MOSFETs do not have a circuit which 

bypasses the charging resistor and the balancing circuit is active right from the start of the 

simulation. The switched capacitor and flyback converter balancing circuits are started after 

500 ms and at the same time the charging resistor is bypassed. 

 

In each simulation the higher voltage is always across the upper capacitor of the DC-link. 

Because the P-type BJT and MOSFET models used in the simulations do not have identical 

ratings as the N-types the operation of balancing circuit was verified also in a situation in 

which the higher voltage was across the lower half of the DC-link. The switched capacitor 

and flyback converter balancing methods have symmetrical components in the models and 

therefore higher voltage being across a different capacitor does not affect the performance. 

All the LTspice simulation models and measurement statements can be found in appendix 

III. 
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Table 3.1. Common simulation parameters. 

Name Symbol Value  

Supply voltage Uin 800 V 2 capacitors in series 

Supply voltage Uin 1200 V 3 capacitors in series 

Charging resistor - 50 Ω  

Capacitance 1 C1 3375 µF -10% of nominal 

Capacitance 2 C2 3750 µF Nominal 

Capacitance 3 C3 4313 µF +15% of nominal 

Parallel resistance 1 Rp1 1.17 MΩ  

Parallel resistance 2 Rp2 1.06 MΩ  

Parallel resistance 3 Rp3 0.92 MΩ  

ESR1-3 ESRn 6 mΩ  

 

Because the LTspice software compresses simulation data by default, in order to minimize 

the data losses, the settings in table 3.2 were used. 

 

Table 3.2. Compression settings in the control panel of LTspice. 

Only compress transient analyses Not selected 

Enable 1st Order Compression Not selected 

Enable 2nd Order Compression Not selected 

  

In the instructions of LTspice it is recommended to turn off compression using Spice 

directive command .options plotwinsize=0. This command was included in every simulation 

model. SPICE-settings in LTspice control panel shown in table 3.3 were not changed from 

default except the solver. 
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Table 3.3. LTspice SPICE-settings in the control panel. 

Default integration method Modified trap 

Default DC solve strategy 

Noopiter Not selected 

Skip Gmin Stepping Not selected 

Engine 

Solver Alternate 

Max threads 12 

Matrix compiler Object code 

Thread priority Medium 

Gmin 1e-012 

Abstol 1e-012 

Reltol 0.001 

Chgtol 1e-014 

Trtol 1 

Volttol 1e-006 

Sstol 0.001 

MinDeltaGmin 0.0001 

Accept 3K4 as 3.4K Selected 

No Bypass Selected 

 

The values in table 3.4 were measured using LTspice measurement statements (appendix 

III) in each simulation. 

 

Table 3.4 Measured values in the simulations. 

Name Variable Unit 

Peak voltage of the DC-link ÛDC V 

Peak voltage of the upper capacitor of the DC-link ÛDC1 V 

Peak voltage of the middle capacitor of the DC-link ÛDC2 V 

Peak voltage of the lower capacitor of the DC-link ÛDC3 V 

Energy of balancing circuit in dynamic situation Edyn J 
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Energy of balancing circuit in static situation Estatic J 

Balancing time tbal s 

 

The dynamic situation Edyn mentioned in table 3.4 means the time period starting from the 

instant balancing circuit is active until the voltage difference between the DC-link capacitors 

reaches ±10 V. Static situation Estatic is from that point until the end of simulation. Energies 

in both situations could be obtained by integrating the power of components in the balancing 

circuit. Then the average power for both time periods can be calculated as 

 

 
𝑃avg =

𝐸

Δ𝑡
 

(3.1) 

 

where Pavg is the average power, E the energy and Δt the time interval. 

 

3.1 Resistor balancing 

In table 3.5 are presented the additional parameters used specifically in the resistor balancing 

models. The components and their values are listed in table 3.5. The values of balancing 

resistors are according to the reference DC-link. 

 

Table 3.5. Additional parameters used in the resistor balancing simulations. 

Name Symbol Value 

Simulation time  500 s 

Balancing resistor 1 Rb1 19.8 kΩ 

Balancing resistor 2 Rb2 19.8 kΩ 

Balancing resistor 3 Rb2 19.8 kΩ 

 

3.2 Active balancing using BJTs 

The LTspice component library did not have suitable BJTs for the simulation model but ones 

with suitable ratings could be found on the website of ON Semiconductor. In addition to the 

DC-link and BJTs the model consists of voltage divider chain supplying base current for 

BJTs, collector resistors and emitter resistors. When checking the current-voltage 

characteristics of the BJT models using LTspice the current gain was growing in unexplained 
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manner. The current gain of BJT models was fixed to 100 not to have too optimistic results. 

The components and their values are listed in table 3.6. 

 

Table 3.6. Additional parameters used in the BJT active balancing simulations. 

Name Symbol Value 

Simulation time with 2 capacitors  500 s 

Simulation time with 3 capacitors  700 s 

Voltage divider resistor 1 Rb1_1 - Rb1_4  1 MΩ 

Voltage divider resistor 2 Rb2_1 - Rb2_4 1 MΩ 

NPN BJT Q1-Q2 MJE15034 

PNP BJT Q3-Q4 MJE15035 

Collector resistor RC 0.1 Ω 

Emitter resistor RE 0.1 Ω 

Current gain β 100 

 

Each capacitor is connected in parallel with two BJT stages and to minimize the quiescent 

current a 1 MΩ voltage divider resistor was used. Inserting the number of BJT stages, current 

gain β and the value of the voltage divider resistor in equation (2.5) gives a 7.5 kΩ output 

resistance which is approximately 99% smaller than the input resistance. The collector and 

emitter resistances do not have significant effect on the operation or losses because the values 

are small. They were only added for measurement purposes and in case they must be used 

for current limitation. 

 

3.3 Active balancing using MOSFETs 

The MOSFET models used in the simulations were downloaded from the website of ON 

Semiconductor. Voltage divider chain supplies gate voltage for the MOSFETs and two zener 

diodes by Rohm from LTspice component library were connected back to back between the 

source and the drain for an overvoltage protection (Mohan et al. 2003, p. 588). The 

components and their values are listed in table 3.7. 
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Table 3.7. Additional parameters used in the MOSFET active balancing simulations. 

Name Symbol Value 

Simulation time with 2 capacitors  500 s 

Simulation time with 3 capacitors  700 s 

Voltage divider resistor 1 Rb1_1 - Rb1_4  1 MΩ 

Voltage divider resistor 2 Rb2_1 - Rb2_4 1 MΩ 

N-Channel MOSFET M1, M2, M5, M6 FQP16N25 

P-Channel MOSFET M3, M4, M7, M8 FQP9P25 

Gate-source overvoltage protection D1-D16 BZX84B20VL 

Drain resistor RD 0.1 Ω  

Source resistor RS 2 kΩ 

 

The same size voltage divider resistors were used in the simulations as in the BJT balancing 

circuits. The need for overvoltage protection can be seen in figure 3.2. When there is a higher 

voltage across the upper capacitor of the DC-link the maximum UGS (±30 V) of the inner 

MOSFET M3 in the lower half is exceeded. The other MOSFETs have approximately 5 V 

UGS in the same situation which is well below the maximum rating. 

 

 

Figure 3.2. The effect of different size source resistors on the UGS simulated using the step-command 

in LTspice. Black trace is the UGS of M1, blue the UGS of M2, red the UGS of M3 and green the UGS 

of M4. The zener diodes were disconnected during this simulation. The value of resistor changed in 

increments of 500 Ω starting from 500 Ω until 5 kΩ. 
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In figure 3.2 as the source resistor value increases the peak UGS of M3 increases slightly and 

when the voltage starts to decrease the slope is more gradual. Figure 3.3 shows the current 

of the inner source resistor of the upper half of the DC-link with different resistance values. 

As the resistor value increases the current reduces. To smooth out the operation and to limit 

the current during balancing a 2 kΩ source resistor was chosen. 

 

The zener diodes type BZX8420VL in the circuit will cut the voltage at 20 V after which 

current starts flowing in reverse direction. The measured currents through the zener diodes 

were in the range of 1…5 µA being insignificant compared to the other currents present in 

the circuit. 

 

 

Figure 3.3. The effect of different size source resistors on the balancing circuit current simulated 

using the step-command in LTspice. The value of resistor changed in increments of 500 Ω starting 

from 500 Ω until 5 kΩ. 

 

3.4 Active balancing using a switched capacitor 

To simplify the simulation model voltage-controlled switches were used instead of MOSFET 

models. An N-channel MOSFET type STW11NK100Z by STMicroelectronics was used as 

a reference but the on-resistance was increased to 10 Ω (Pan et al. 2019, p. 3). In the 

simulation model the switches were operated by pulse voltage sources but in reality, an 

integrated PWM controller such as UC1524A would be used for regulating the output 

voltage (Mohan et al. 2003, pp. 303, 341).  Diodes were added in parallel with the voltage-
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controlled switches to represent the parasitic diode of a MOSFET (figure 1.17). Capacitance 

of the floating capacitors Cf1 and Cf2 is the same as in the article by Pan et al. (2019). A 

lower duty ratio than in the article by Pan et al. (2019) was selected to ensure a short blanking 

time between the operation of voltage-controlled switch groups. 

 

Blanking time is needed between turn-on instants of different switches to avoid a situation 

known as shoot through which will happen if the switches are conducting at the same time 

(Mohan et al. 2003, p. 237). The components and their values are listed in table 3.8. 

 

Table 3.8. Additional parameters used in the switched capacitor balancing simulations. 

Name Symbol Value 

Simulation time with two series connected 

capacitors 

 3.5 s 

Simulation time with three series connected 

capacitors 

 3.5 s 

Time to start data saving  0.5 s 

Floating capacitor 1  Cf1 1 µF (Pan et al. 2019, p. 3) 

Floating capacitor 2 Cf2 1 µF (Pan et al. 2019, p. 3) 

Floating capacitor 1 parallel resistance 

(leakage current) 

Rpcf1 2 MΩ 

Floating capacitor 2 parallel resistance 

(leakage current) 

Rpcf2 2 MΩ 

Voltage-controlled switch (MOSFET) on-

resistance (S3-S8) 

 10 Ω (Pan et al. 2019, p. 3) 

Parasitic diode (DBody) on-resistance  10 Ω (Pan et al. 2019, p. 3) 

Switching frequency fsw 10 kHz (Pan et al. 2019, p. 

3) 

Duty ratio D 0.48 (Pan et al. 2019, p. 2) 

 

In table 3.8 the time to start data saving is the moment when the balancing circuit is started 

after the DC-link has been charged. The time constant of the RC-circuit formed by a single 
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floating capacitor and the total on-resistance of two MOSFETs calculated by equation (1.10) 

is 20 µs. 

 

3.5 Active balancing using a flyback converter-based auxiliary power supply 

Voltage controlled switches and diodes in parallel with them were used in this simulation 

model. An N-channel MOSFET type STW11NK100Z by STMicroelectronics was used as a 

reference. The transformer model has only magnetizing inductances and the coupling 

coefficient between them is 1. Transformer leakage inductances and the parasitic 

capacitances between drain, source and gate of a MOSFET were not included in the model. 

These parasitic components can create resonances and overvoltages during transients and 

would add complexity in the model. To calculate the magnetizing inductances of the 

transformer used in the simulation model the duty ratio and switching frequency were fixed. 

The on- and off-times of the transistor are calculated as 

 

 𝑡1 = 𝑇sw ∙ 𝐷 (3.2) 

 

where t1 is the on-time of a transistor and 

 

 𝑡2 = 𝑇sw − 𝑡1 (3.3) 

 

where t2 is the off-time of a transistor. (Laurila 2017, p. 1.) 

 

The transformation ratio is calculated as 

 

 
  =

𝑈in ∙ 𝑡1
𝑈out ∙ 𝑡2

 
(3.4) 

 

where µ is the transformation ratio of a transformer (Laurila 2017, p. 1). 

 

The load current can be assumed to be equal to the average diode current which yields the 

following equation (Laurila 2017, p. 1; Mohan et al. 2003, pp. 308-310). 
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𝐼out =

𝑖̂out
2 ∙ 𝑡2

𝑇sw
 

(3.5) 

 

In equation (3.5) Iout is the average load current and îout is the peak load current (Laurila 

2017, p. 1). 

 

The peak load current can be calculated by rearranging equation (3.5) as follows (Laurila 

2017, p. 1). 

 

 
𝑖̂out =

2 ∙ 𝐼out ∙ 𝑇sw
𝑡2

 
(3.6) 

 

The following equation shows that the primary and secondary current of a transformer can 

be calculated if the number of turns of primary and secondary windings are known (Laurila 

2017, p. 1). 

 

 𝑁1 ∙ 𝐼1 = 𝑁2 ∙ 𝐼2 (3.7) 

 

Based on equation (3.7) the peak supply current can be calculated using the transformation 

ratio (Laurila 2017, p. 1). 

 

 
𝑖̂in =

𝑖̂out


 
(3.8) 

 

In equation (3.8) îin is the peak supply current. (Laurila 2017, p. 1.) 

 

When a transistor is switched on the supply current starts to rise from 0 A to the peak value 

calculated by equation (3.8). Using the peak supply current and the transistor on-time one 

can calculate the rate of change of supply current as 

 

 
𝑖̂in =

𝑖̂in
𝑡1

 
(3.9) 
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where Δîin is the rate of change of the peak supply current (Laurila 2017, p. 2). 

 

When the transistor is switched off and the energy stored in the transformer starts to flow 

through the forward biased diode on the secondary side of the circuit the rate of change of 

the output current can be calculated as 

 

 
𝑖̂out =

𝑖̂out
𝑡2

 
(3.10) 

 

where Δîout is the rate of change of peak load current (Laurila 2017, p. 2). 

 

As the rate of change of both supply and output currents have been obtained, they can be 

used for calculating transformer magnetizing inductances (Laurila 2017, p. 2). 

 

 
𝐿1 =

𝑈in
Δ𝑖̂in

 
(3.11) 

 

In equation (3.11) L1 is the magnetizing inductance of transformer primary winding (Laurila 

2017, p. 2). 

 

 
𝐿2 =

𝑈out
Δ𝑖̂out

 
(3.12) 

 

In equation (3.12) L2 is the magnetizing inductance of transformer secondary winding 

(Laurila 2017, p. 2). 

 

Because in this balancing method the primary side consists of more than one winding in 

series the mutual inductance between them must be considered. In the flyback converter 

balancing circuit the primary windings are oriented in the same direction so the dot 

conventions of each winding are on the same side. The mutual inductance of the primary 

windings can be calculated as 

 

 𝑀 = 𝑘√𝐿1𝐿1 (3.13) 
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where M is the mutual inductance and k is the coupling coefficient (Silvonen 2008, p. 379-

380). 

 

Because the primary windings have equal inductance the mutual inductance is equal to the 

magnetizing inductance of one primary winding. One can see in table 3.9 that the coupling 

coefficient is set to 1. When the mutual inductance is considered the total magnetizing 

inductance can be obtained as 

 

 𝐿tot = 𝐿1 + 𝐿1 + 2 ∙ 𝑀 (3.14) 

 

where Ltot is the total magnetizing inductance of the transformer primary side (Silvonen 

2008, p. 379-380). 

 

Rearranging equation (3.14) and substituting M for L1 the magnetizing inductance of one 

primary winding can be calculated as follows. 

 

 
𝐿1 =

𝐿tot
4

 
(3.15) 

 

In addition to table 3.1 the values used specifically in the flyback converter balancing 

simulations are listed in table 3.9. Calculations of transformer magnetizing inductances can 

be found in appendix II. 
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Table 3.9. Additional parameters used in the flyback converter balancing simulations. 

Name Symbol Value 

Simulation time with two series connected capacitors  3.5 s 

Simulation time with three series connected capacitors  3.5 s 

Time to start data saving  0.5 s 

Transformer primary winding 1 inductance L1 1.07 mH 

Transformer primary winding 2 inductance L2 1.07 mH 

Transformer primary winding 3 inductance L3 1.07 mH 

Transformer secondary winding inductance L4 8.64 µH 

Transformer winding coupling coefficient k 1.00 

Secondary side filter capacitor C3 100 µF 

Load resistance Rl 4.8 Ω 

Voltage-controlled switch (MOSFET) on-resistance 

(S3-S5) 

 1.38 Ω 

Parasitic diode (DBody) on-resistance  1.38 Ω 

Switching frequency fsw 100 kHz 

Duty ratio D 0.4 

 

In table 3.9 the time to start data saving is the moment when the balancing circuit is started 

after the DC-link has been charged. 
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4 SIMULATION RESULTS 

 

 

Primarily the power dissipation and time needed for balancing are of interest. The 

aforementioned results can be seen in tables 4.1-4.10 among the peak capacitor voltages. 

Average power dissipations have been calculated from the energies of dynamic and static 

situations using equation (3.1). The measurement data can be found in appendix IV. 

 

4.1 Resistor balancing 

Table 4.1. Results of the resistor balancing simulation with two series connected capacitors. 

Name Symbol Value 

Balancing time tbal 3.06 min 

Energy of dynamic situation, 0 s to tbal Edyn 2.959 kJ 

Energy of static situation, tbal to 500 s Estatic 5.107 kJ 

Energy of static situation in a year Estatic_y 509 MJ,  

142 kWh 

Average power dissipation in dynamic situation Pavg,dyn 16.12 W 

Average power dissipation in static situation Pavg,static 16.14 W 

Peak voltage of the DC-link ÛDC 800 V 

Peak voltage of the upper capacitor of the DC-link ÛDC1 448.0 V 

Peak voltage of the lower capacitor of the DC-link ÛDC2 399.0 V 

 

Figure 4.1 shows how the balancing resistors balance the voltages of two series connected 

capacitors. After approximately 3 minutes the difference between the capacitor voltages is 

around 10 V. 
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Figure 4.1. The voltage of the upper capacitor (black) and the lower capacitor (blue) in the DC-link. 

The green trace is the difference between the voltages. 

 

Figure 4.2 shows that when there is a higher voltage across the upper half of the DC-link the 

balancing current is also higher in that half. A 20 mA quiescent current remains after the 

capacitor voltages have been balanced. 

 

 

Figure 4.2. The balancing resistor currents. 
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Table 4.2. Results of the resistor balancing simulation with three series connected capacitors. 

Name Symbol Value 

Balancing time tbal 2.92 min 

Energy of dynamic situation, 0 s to tbal Edyn 4.238 kJ 

Energy of static situation, tbal to 500 s Estatic 7.869 kJ 

Energy of static situation in a year Estatic_y 764 MJ,  

212 kWh 

Average power dissipation in dynamic situation Pavg,dyn 24.20 W 

Average power dissipation in static situation Pavg,static 24.22 W 

Peak voltage of the DC-link ÛDC 1199 V 

Peak voltage of the upper capacitor of the DC-link ÛDC1 446.7 V 

Peak voltage of the middle capacitor of the DC-link ÛDC2 402.6 V 

Peak voltage of the lower capacitor of the DC-link ÛDC3 398.8 V 

 

In figure 4.3 are shown the voltages of three series connected capacitors. The voltages are 

balanced approximately in 3 minutes. 

 

 

Figure 4.3. The voltage of the upper capacitor (black), the middle capacitor (blue) and the lower 

capacitor (red) in the DC-link. The green trace is the difference between the voltages. 

 

Figure 4.4 shows the balancing resistor currents throughout the simulation. Higher current 

flows through the balancing resistor in the upper half of the DC-link when there is imbalance 
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between the capacitor voltages. After the voltage balance is reached approximately in 3 

minutes a 20 mA quiescent current keeps flowing. 

 

 

Figure 4.4. The balancing resistor currents. 

 

4.2 Active balancing using BJTs 

Table 4.3. Results of the BJT balancing simulation with two series connected capacitors. 

Name Symbol Value 

Balancing time tbal 5.11 min 

Energy of dynamic situation, 0 s to tbal Edyn 201.4 J 

Energy of static situation, tbal to 500 s Estatic 45.41 J 

Energy of static situation in a year Estatic_y 7.4 MJ, 2 kWh 

Average power dissipation in dynamic situation Pavg,dyn 0.657 W 

Average power dissipation in static situation Pavg,static 0.235 W 

Peak voltage of the DC-link ÛDC 800.5 V 

Peak voltage of the upper half of the DC-link ÛDC1 448.6 V 

Peak voltage of the lower half of the DC-link ÛDC2 397.7 V 

 

Figure 4.5 presents how the capacitor voltages are balanced approximately in 5 minutes 

using BJTs. 
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Figure 4.5. The voltage of the upper half (black) and the lower half (red) of the DC-link. The red 

trace is the difference between the voltages. 

 

In figure 4.6 are shown the emitter currents of the inner BJTs (closer to the middle point of 

the DC-link) in the balancing circuit. The red trace in figure 4.6 is the current of the voltage 

divider chain. Because the upper half of the DC-link has a higher voltage it can be observed 

in figure 4.6 that the emitter current of the BJT in that half is higher. The current of the BJT 

in the lower half is 0 A. After the capacitor voltages have been balanced only approximately 

a 0.25 mA quiescent current keeps flowing through the voltage divider chain. 
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Figure 4.6. The emitter currents of the BJTs and the current of the voltage divider chain. 

 

Table 4.4. Results of the BJT balancing simulation with three series connected capacitors. 

Name Symbol Value 

Balancing time tbal 8.28 min 

Energy of dynamic situation, 0 s to tbal Edyn 391.3 J 

Energy of static situation, tbal to 700 s Estatic 92.90 J 

Energy of static situation in a year Estatic_y 14.4 MJ, 4 kWh 

Average power dissipation in dynamic situation Pavg,dyn 0.788 W 

Average power dissipation in static situation Pavg,static 0.457 W 

Peak voltage of the DC-link ÛDC 1200 V 

Peak voltage of the upper capacitor of the DC-link ÛDC1 447.5 V 

Peak voltage of the middle capacitor of the DC-link ÛDC2 402.6 V 

Peak voltage of the lower capacitor of the DC-link ÛDC3 400.8 V 
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Figure 4.7 shows the voltage balancing of three series connected capacitors using BJTs. The 

capacitor voltages are balanced approximately in 8 minutes. 

 

 

Figure 4.7. The voltage of the upper capacitor (black), the middle capacitor (blue) and the lower 

capacitor (red) in the DC-link. The green trace is the difference between the voltages. 

 

Figure 4.8 shows the emitter currents of each inner emitter resistor of the same simulation 

as in figure 4.7. The circuit consists of two voltage divider chains and their currents can be 

seen in figure 4.9. 

 

 

Figure 4.8. The emitter currents of the BJTs. 
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Figure 4.9. The currents of the voltage divider chains. 

 

4.3 Active balancing using MOSFETs 

Table 4.5. Results of the MOSFET balancing simulation with two series connected capacitors. 

Name Symbol Value 

Balancing time tbal 1.407 min 

Energy of dynamic situation, 0 s to tbal Edyn 160.5 J 

Energy of static situation, tbal to 700 s Estatic 88.64 J 

Energy of static situation in a year Estatic_y 6.7 MJ, 1.9 kWh 

Average power dissipation in dynamic situation Pavg,dyn 1.902 W 

Average power dissipation in static situation Pavg,static 0.213 W 

Peak voltage of the DC-link ÛDC 800.5 V 

Peak voltage of the upper half of the DC-link ÛDC1 448.0 V 

Peak voltage of the lower half of the DC-link ÛDC2 395.6 V 

 

In figure 4.10 capacitor voltages are balanced approximately in 1.4 minutes using 

MOSFETs. The currents of resistors connected to the sources of the inner MOSFETs are 

shown in figure 4.11. 
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Figure 4.10. The voltage of the upper half (black) and the lower half (blue) of the DC-link. The green 

trace is the difference between the voltages. 

 

In figure 4.11 a higher current is flowing through the MOSFETs in the upper half of the DC-

link during the voltage imbalance. Figure 4.11 shows a small current flowing through the 

voltage divider chain. 

 

 

Figure 4.11. The source currents of the MOSFETs. 
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Table 4.6. Results of the MOSFET balancing simulation with three series connected capacitors. 

Name Symbol Value 

Balancing time tbal 3.54 min 

Energy of dynamic situation, 0 s to tbal Edyn 288.6 J 

Energy of static situation, tbal to 700 s Estatic 232.8 J 

Energy of static situation in a year Estatic_y 15 MJ,  

4.2 kWh 

Average power dissipation in dynamic situation Pavg,dyn 1.357 W 

Average power dissipation in static situation Pavg,static 0.478 W 

Peak voltage of the DC-link ÛDC 1200 V 

Peak voltage of the upper capacitor of the DC-link ÛDC1 447.0 V 

Peak voltage of the middle capacitor of the DC-link ÛDC2 402.2 V 

Peak voltage of the lower capacitor of the DC-link ÛDC3 403.2 V 

 

Figure 4.12 shows voltage balancing of three series connected capacitors using MOSFETs. 

The balance is achieved approximately in 3.5 minutes. 

 

 

Figure 4.12. The voltage of the upper capacitor (black), the middle capacitor (blue) and the lower 

capacitor (red) in the DC-link. The green trace is the difference between the voltages. 
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Figure 4.13 illustrates the currents of the resistors connected to the source of each inner 

MOSFET in the balancing circuit. The blue trace is not visible in figure 4.13 as it is 

overlapping with the green trace. 

 

 

Figure 4.13. The source currents of the MOSFETs. 

 

The currents of both voltage divider chains in the circuit are shown in figure 4.14. 

 

 

Figure 4.14. The currents of the voltage divider chains. 
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4.4 Active balancing using a switched capacitor 

Table 4.7. Results of the switched capacitor balancing simulation with two series connected 

capacitors. 

Name Symbol Value 

Balancing time tbal 0.494 s 

Energy of dynamic situation, 0 s to tbal Edyn 10.03 J 

Energy of static situation, tbal to 3 s Estatic 1.876 J 

Energy of static situation in a year Estatic_y 23.6 MJ,  

6.6 kWh 

Average power dissipation in dynamic situation Pavg,dyn 20.31 W 

Average power dissipation in static situation Pavg,static 0.749 W 

Peak voltage of the DC-link ÛDC 800.2 V 

Peak voltage of the upper capacitor of the DC-link ÛDC1 446.6 V 

Peak voltage of the lower capacitor of the DC-link ÛDC2 400.1 V 

 

Figure 4.15 shows how the switched capacitor balancing circuit balances the capacitor 

voltages. The balance is achieved approximately in 0.5 seconds. 

 

 

Figure 4.15. The voltage of the upper capacitor (black) and the lower capacitor (blue) in the DC-

link. The green trace is the difference between the voltages. 
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Figure 4.16 shows the power of the floating capacitor circuit. The power has a high 

frequency ripple which is not visible in figure 4.16 because of the large time scale. That is 

why the power appears as a large and uniform dark area in figure 4.16. 

 

 

Figure 4.16. The power of the floating capacitor circuit. 

 

In figure 4.17 in the top plot can be seen voltage of the floating capacitor. The second plot 

from the top shows the control pulses of the voltage-controlled switches in the simulation 

model. The two bottom plots present the currents of the voltage-controlled switches. Figure 

4.17 shows the situation where the balancing circuit modulation is started after the DC-link 

has been charged. 
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Figure 4.17. The floating capacitor voltage, the gate voltage pulses and the currents of the switches 

in dynamic situation. 

Respectively, figure 4.18 illustrates the same traces as figure 4.17 but from a situation where 

the voltage balance has been achieved. 

 

 

Figure 4.18. The floating capacitor voltage, the gate voltage pulses and the currents of the switches 

in static situation. 

 

Switches S3 and S5 are turned on and off at the same time and respectively switches S4 and 

S6. Part of the current is flowing through the forward conducting parasitic diode, and 
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therefore there is a difference between the currents of simultaneously operated switches as 

seen in figures 4.17 and 4.18. 

 

Table 4.8. Results of the switched capacitor balancing simulation with three series connected 

capacitors. 

Name Symbol Value 

Balancing time tbal 0.873 s 

Energy of dynamic situation, 0 s to tbal Edyn 11.14 J 

Energy of static situation, tbal to 3 s Estatic 2.474 J 

Energy of static situation in a year Estatic_y 36.7 MJ,  

10.2 kWh 

Average power dissipation in dynamic situation Pavg,dyn 12.76 W 

Average power dissipation in static situation Pavg,static 1.163 W 

Peak voltage of the DC-link ÛDC 1200 V 

Peak voltage of the upper capacitor of the DC-link ÛDC1 447.1 V 

Peak voltage of the middle capacitor of the DC-link ÛDC2 402.5 V 

Peak voltage of the lower capacitor of the DC-link ÛDC3 400.0 V 

 

In figure 4.19 the switched capacitor balancing method is used for balancing the voltages of 

three series connected capacitors. The voltage balance is achieved approximately in 0.9 

seconds. 
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Figure 4.19. The voltage of the upper capacitor (black), the middle capacitor (blue) and the lower 

capacitor (red) in the DC-link. The green trace is the difference between the voltages. 

 

Figure 4.20 shows the powers of both floating capacitor circuits. Like in figure 4.16 the 

power traces have a high frequency ripple which makes them appear as large and uniform 

areas. 

 

 

Figure 4.20. The powers of floating capacitor circuits 1 and 2. 
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Figure 4.21 shows starting from the top the floating capacitor voltages, the control voltage 

pulses of the voltage-controlled switches and the currents of the voltage-controlled switches. 

Respectively the same traces of the static situation are shown in figure 4.22. 

 

 

Figure 4.21. The voltages of the floating capacitors, the gate voltage pulses and the currents of the 

switches in dynamic situation. 

 

 

Figure 4.22. The voltages of the floating capacitors, the gate voltage pulses and the currents of the 

switches in static situation. 
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Switches S3, S5 and S7 are turned on and off at the same time and respectively switches S4, 

S6 and S8. Part of the current is flowing through the forward conducting parasitic diode, and 

therefore there is difference between the currents of simultaneously operated switches as 

seen in figures 4.21 and 4.22. 

 

4.5 Active balancing using a flyback converter-based auxiliary power supply 

The energies and power dissipations in tables 4.9 and 4.10 include only the losses of switches 

and diodes. The power of transformer windings, load resistance and filter capacitor are not 

included. 

 

Table 4.9. Results of the flyback converter voltage balancing simulation with two series connected 

capacitors. 

Name Symbol Value 

Balancing time tbal 1.048 s 

Energy of dynamic situation, 0 s to tbal Edyn 12.28 J 

Energy of static situation, tbal to 3 s Estatic 20.29 J 

Energy of static situation in a year Estatic_y 328 MJ,  

91.2 kWh 

Average power dissipation in dynamic situation Pavg,dyn 11.72 W 

Average power dissipation in static situation Pavg,static 10.40 W 

Peak voltage of the DC-link ÛDC 800.8 V 

Peak voltage of the upper capacitor of the DC-link ÛDC1 448.4 V 

Peak voltage of the lower capacitor of the DC-link ÛDC2 400.4 V 

 

Balancing of the capacitor voltages using a flyback converter is shown in figure 4.23. The 

voltage balance is reached approximately in one second. The powers of both voltage-

controlled switches throughout the simulation can be seen in figure 4.24. Both power traces 

have a high frequency ripple, so they appear the same way as in switched capacitor balancing 

(figures 4.16 and 4.20). 
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Figure 4.23. The voltage of the upper capacitor (black) and the lower capacitor (blue) in the DC-

link. The green trace is the difference between the voltages. 

 

 

Figure 4.24. The powers of voltage-controlled switches on the primary side of the circuit over the 

whole simulation time. 
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In figures 4.25 and 4.26 the control voltage pulses of voltage-controlled switches can be seen 

in the top plots. The middle plot shows the currents of the diodes connected in series with 

the voltage-controlled switches of both upper and lower DC-link halves. In the bottom plot 

can be seen the diode and load resistor currents of the transformer secondary side circuit. 

Figure 4.25 shows the dynamic situation and figure 4.26 the static situation in which the 

voltage balance has been achieved. 

 

 

Figure 4.25. The gate voltage pulses, the currents of the diodes connected in series with the switches 

and the currents of the diode and load resistor on the secondary side of the flyback transformer in 

dynamic situation. 

 

Load current is 5 A as was set as an initial condition when the flyback transformer 

magnetizing inductances were calculated (appendix II). The load current is at the same level 

in both dynamic (figure 4.25) and static (figure 4.26) situations. 
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Figure 4.26. The gate voltage pulses, the currents of the diodes connected in series with the 

switches and the currents of the diode and load resistor on the secondary side of the flyback 

transformer in static situation. 

 

Table 4.10. Results of the flyback converter voltage balancing simulation with three series connected 

capacitors. 

Name Symbol Value 

Balancing time tbal 1.503 s 

Energy of dynamic situation, 0 s to tbal Edyn 18.17 J 

Energy of static situation, tbal to 3 s Estatic 16.67 J 

Energy of static situation in a year Estatic_y 351 MJ,  

98 kWh 

Average power dissipation in dynamic situation Pavg,dyn 12.08 W 

Average power dissipation in static situation Pavg,static 11.14 W 

Peak voltage of the DC-link ÛDC 1200 V 

Peak voltage of the upper capacitor of the DC-link ÛDC1 447.3 V 

Peak voltage of the middle capacitor of the DC-link ÛDC2 418.2 V 

Peak voltage of the lower capacitor of the DC-link ÛDC3 400.3 V 
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In figure 4.27 the voltage balance of three capacitors connected in series is reached 

approximately in 1.5 seconds using a flyback converter. 

 

 

Figure 4.27. The voltage of the upper capacitor (black), the middle capacitor (blue) and the lower 

capacitor (red) in the DC-link. The green trace is the difference between the voltages. 

 

Figure 4.28 illustrates the power of each voltage-controlled switch. All the power traces have 

a high frequency ripple like in figure 4.24. 

 

 

Figure 4.28. The powers of voltage-controlled switches on the primary side of the circuit over the 

whole simulation time. 
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In the top plots of figures 4.29 and 4.30 one can see the control voltage pulses of the voltage-

controlled switches. In the middle plots one can see the currents of the diodes connected in 

series with the switches. The bottom plot shows the load resistor and diode currents of the 

transformer secondary side circuit. Figure 4.29 illustrates the dynamic and figure 4.30 the 

static situation. 

 

 

Figure 4.29. The gate voltage pulses, the currents of the diodes connected in series with the switches 

and the currents of the diode and load resistor on the secondary side of the flyback transformer in 

dynamic situation. 
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Figure 4.30. The gate voltage pulses, the currents of the diodes connected in series with the 

switches and the currents of the diode and load resistor on the secondary side of the flyback 

transformer in static situation. 

 

Load current is 5 A as was set as an initial condition when the flyback transformer 

magnetizing inductances were calculated (appendix II). The load current is at the same level 

in both dynamic (figure 4.29) and static (figure 4.30) situations. 
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5 ANALYSIS OF THE SIMULATION RESULTS 

 

 

5.1 Performance of the active balancing methods 

When the difference between the capacitor voltages was within ±10 V the voltages were 

regarded to be in balance. Based on the results all active balance methods fulfilled the 

demand. Timewise the switched capacitor and flyback converter balancing methods showed 

superior performance compared to the resistor, BJT or MOSFET balancing. Although the 

switched capacitor method was the fastest the losses increased. The MOSFET and switched 

capacitor balancing methods showed deviant behaviour with three capacitors and the 

findings are presented more closely in subchapters 5.2 and 5.3. 

 

Tables 5.1 and 5.2 present how much losses were reduced compared to the resistor balancing 

when using an active balancing. Simulations showed that even when the voltage balance had 

been reached using balancing resistors, losses remained high and there was no significant 

difference between the dynamic and static situation. When comparing the power dissipation 

of the BJT and MOSFET balancing methods to the resistor balancing one can observe the 

advantage already in the dynamic situation. At best the losses are reduced by 97% 

(highlighted in table 5.1). 

 

Table 5.1. Reduction of power dissipation using active balancing compared to the resistor balancing 

in dynamic situation. 

 Resistors BJTs MOSFETs Switched 

capacitor 

Flyback 

converter 

Losses with 2 capacitors 16.12 W 0.657 W 1.902 W 20.31 W 11.72 W 

% of resistor balancing  4.074 11.80 126.0 72.70 

Reduction (%)  95.93 88.20 +26.0 27.30 

      

Losses with 3 capacitors 24.20 W 0.788 W 1.357 W 12.76 W 12.08 W 

% of resistor balancing  3.255 5.61 52.71 49.94 

Reduction (%)  96.75 94.40 47.29 50.1 
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Respectively table 5.2 shows that losses were reduced by 98.7% in static situation at best 

(highlighted in table 5.2) and annual energy consumption could be reduced by using any of 

the active balancing methods. 

 

Table 5.2. Reduction of power dissipation using active balancing compared to the resistor balancing 

in static situation. 

 Resistors BJTs MOSFETs Switched 

capacitor 

Flyback 

converter 

Losses with 2 capacitors 16.14 W 0.235 W 0.213 W 0.749 W 10.40 W 

% of resistor balancing  1.456 1.321 4.638 64.41 

Reduction (%)  98.54 98.68 95.36 35.59 

Annual energy 

consumption (365 days) 

142 kWh 2 kWh 1.9 kWh 6.6 kWh 91.2 kWh 

      

Losses with 3 capacitors 24.22 W 0.457 W 0.478 W 1.163 W 11.14 W 

% of resistor balancing  1.888 1.972 4.801 46.0 

Reduction (%)  98.11 98.03 95.19 54.0 

Annual energy 

consumption (365 days) 

212 kWh 4 kWh 4.2 kWh 10.2 kWh 98 kWh 

 

5.2 Capacitor voltages and power dissipation in the MOSFET balancing 

Figure 4.10 shows that approximately a 9 V difference between the capacitor voltages 

remained in the static situation. Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the threshold voltages of both N- 

and P-channel MOSFET models which cause the aforementioned voltage difference. 
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Figure 5.1. The drain current as a function of UGS of the N-channel MOSFET used in the MOSFET 

balancing circuit simulation. The red vertical line marks the level of UGS when the MOSFET starts 

conducting. 

 

 

Figure 5.2. The drain current as a function of UGS of the P-channel MOSFET used in the MOSFET 

balancing circuit simulation. The red vertical line marks the level of UGS when the MOSFET starts 

conducting. 

 

Figure 4.12 shows the same phenomenon when the voltages of three capacitors are balanced. 

The difference is that the voltage of the upper capacitor is overlapping with the voltage of 
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the lower capacitor in the static situation. The voltage of the middle capacitor differs from 

them by the sum of N- and P-channel MOSFET UGS(th). 

 

Figure 5.3 shows a situation where the imbalance between the capacitor voltages has been 

removed by setting the capacitances and parallel resistances equal. Voltage of the upper 

capacitor is overlapping with the voltage of the lower capacitor. Even though the capacitors 

have identical values figure 5.3 indicates that the circuit has a tendency to drift to imbalance 

until the transistors start to conduct. The same phenomenon was not observed in simulation 

with two capacitors when checked with the same initial conditions. 

 

 

Figure 5.3. The voltages of three series connected capacitors with MOSFET balancing circuit. The 

capacitances and parallel resistances were set equal to have equal voltage division. 

 

Closer examination of the BJT balancing with three capacitors shows similar behaviour but 

not so evidently and clearly (figure 4.7). The three capacitors do not have an equal amount 

of resistance in parallel with them because of the balancing circuit and small leakage currents 

cause the capacitor voltages slowly drift to imbalance.  

 

Table 5.1 shows that in dynamic situation the MOSFET balancing has smaller losses with 

three capacitors. In table 5.3 are the measured total average power dissipations of the 

MOSFET chains using LTspice waveform arithmetic functions over the period of 100 

seconds. The measurements reveal that the average power with three capacitors is higher. 
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Table 5.3. Total average power dissipations of the MOSFET chains 

Interval 0-100 s Total average power dissipation of the 

MOSFET chains 

2 capacitors 1.469 W 

3 capacitors 2.082 W 

 

The difference in losses in table 5.1 can explained by the fact that the balancing takes more 

time with three capacitors furthermore the balancing power being low for a longer period 

which reduces the average power. 

 

5.3 Switched capacitor balancing circuit losses 

Balancing the voltages of three capacitors using a switched capacitor results in smaller losses 

in dynamic situation than with two capacitors whereas in static situation losses are smaller 

with two capacitors. Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show the instantaneous powers of two and three 

capacitor series connections. Using the LTspice waveform arithmetic functions the average 

power could be measured over two switching time periods (200 µs) and the results are in 

table 5.4. 

 

Table 5.4. Average power dissipation of each switch in switched capacitor balancing simulations 

over the time period of 200 µs during dynamic situation. 

Interval 0-200 µs 2 DC-link capacitors 3 DC-link capacitors 

Switch S3 10.87 W 7.816 W 

Switch S4 10.82 W 7.803 W 

Switch S5 3.227 W 0.451 W 

Switch S6 3.214 W 0.449 W 

Switch S7 - 3.250 W 

Switch S8 - 3.242 W 

Total average power dissipation 28.13 W 23.01 W 

 

As seen in table 5.4 the total average on-state power dissipation of the switches in three 

capacitor topology is smaller than in the case of two capacitors. When switch S3 starts 

conducting the voltage of the floating capacitor starts to increase to the same level which the 
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upper DC-link capacitor has. In figure 5.4 the uppermost plot shows the voltage difference 

between the floating capacitor and the upper capacitor in the two-capacitor topology over a 

period of 40µs. Respectively figure 5.5 shows the same in the three-capacitor topology. 

Comparing the voltage differences the level is higher in figure 5.4 at t = 0. The bottom plots 

in figures 5.4 and 5.5 show the voltage across switch S3. Although the level of voltage across 

S3 in three-capacitor topology is higher at t = 0 it can be noted that at 10 µs the voltage is 

lower than in the two-capacitor topology meaning that the on-state voltage is decreasing 

more steeply. The average on-state voltage of switch S3 is higher in figure 5.4 causing higher 

power dissipation as indicated by the instantaneous power in the middle plot. 

 

 

Figure 5.4. Voltage difference between the upper DC-link capacitor and the floating capacitor 

(black), the instantaneous power of switch S3 (blue) and the voltage of switch S3 (red) when S3 is 

conducting in a dynamic situation (two-capacitor topology). The average power of switch S3 is 27 

W. 
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Figure 5.5. Voltage difference between the upper DC-link capacitor and the upper floating capacitor 

(black), the instantaneous power of switch S3 (blue) and the voltage of switch S3 (red) when S3 is 

conducting in a dynamic situation (three-capacitor topology). The average power of switch S3 is 19 

W. 

 

Switched capacitor simulations showed increased losses in dynamic situation (table 5.1) but 

voltage balance was achieved in less than a second. The losses can be reduced by lowering 

the switching frequency. Using 1 kHz switching frequency was tested with the DC-link 

having two capacitors and the losses were 3.085 W in dynamic situation but the balancing 

time increased to 4.377 seconds. 

 

5.4 Unequal power division in the flyback converter-based balancing circuit 

Figures 4.24 and 4.28 show that when the capacitor voltages are not in balance all the load 

power is drawn from the upper capacitor which has the higher voltage. This is because the 

diodes in series with the switches are reverse biased as explained in subchapter 2.5. After 

the balance has been reached also the load will be shared equally. In a worst-case scenario 

each stack on the primary side consisting of a transformer primary winding, a switch and a 

diode must be able to withstand the full power. 
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5.5 Safe discharging of the DC-link 

When the main power supply is disconnected from a frequency converter for example for 

maintenance or repair work there will be still energy in the DC-link which needs to be 

discharged to ensure safe working conditions. According to the IEC-standard 61800-5-1 the 

DC-link should be discharged to a voltage level less than 60 V in five seconds or otherwise 

a warning symbol and discharge time must be mentioned on the cover of a frequency 

converter. Different frequency converter manufactures have published the discharge times 

in their manuals, and they are in the range of five minutes. (Ertl et al. 2008, p. 8; IEC 2016a, 

p. 52.) 

 

The balancing resistors can be used also for discharging a DC-link. Figure 5.6 shows 

discharging of the DC-link consisting of three capacitors connected in series using the 

balancing resistors. The model used is the same as in resistor balancing simulations. The 

voltage level is at the beginning 1200 V and it takes 224 s to discharge the DC-link to 60 V 

when the power supply is disconnected. Therefore, balancing resistors automatically take 

care of the DC-link discharging while other methods that were studied need some extra 

means to discharge the DC-link. 

 

 

Figure 5.6. Discharging of the DC-link with three capacitors connected in series in the resistor 

balancing simulation model. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS 

 

 

Although active voltage balancing of capacitors connected in series has been widely studied 

in literature the outcome of this thesis is that all the methods that were found and simulated 

could be evaluated using the same DC-link model and therefore their performance could be 

comprehensively compared. Principle of using BJTs or MOSFETs for balancing voltages of 

three capacitors in series was not found in literature study but simulation models were 

created based on the article by Ertl et al. (2008) regarding series connection of two 

capacitors. The results of switched capacitor simulations are in the same range as in the 

article by Pan et al. (2019) but by reducing the switching frequency the losses could be 

reduced more. The drawback would be a longer balancing time but based on the simulations 

there is enough reserve compared to the other balancing methods. Below are listed the key 

factors and shortcomings which affected the accuracy of the simulations: 

- The accuracy of BJT, MOSFET and diode models 

- Voltage-controlled switches used instead of MOSFETs 

- Pulse voltage source used for controlling the voltage-controlled switches instead of 

a PWM driver 

- LTspice simulation tolerances 

- Different simulation times in order to keep the amount of data and simulation 

duration reasonable 

- Leakage inductances and parasitic capacitances neglected 

- Effect of temperature on BJT current gain and capacitor leakage current 

- The current gain of BJTs fixed to 100. 

 

6.1 Benefits and drawbacks of active balancing 

Based on the simulation results a major benefit of having an active capacitor voltage 

balancing in a frequency converter is reduction of power dissipation especially when voltage 

balancing is not necessary. Even when the capacitor voltages had a large difference in the 

simulations the active balancing methods showed a significant reduction in power 

dissipation compared to the conventional resistor balancing. Also, the switched capacitor 

and flyback converter balancing methods performed much faster than the resistor balancing. 

Although the voltage balancing done by using BJTs or MOSFETs is not that slow compared 
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to the resistor balancing it can be made faster by proper dimensioning, but the drawback will 

be increased quiescent power dissipation. 

 

Whenever high switching frequency is involved the electromagnetic interference needs to 

be evaluated. Electromagnetic compatibility issues may rise when power semiconductor 

switches are operated with a high switching frequency. This would be the case if one decides 

to use the switched capacitor balancing because extra switches will be added in the design. 

 

Voltage balancing using a flyback converter or LLC-based auxiliary power supply are the 

only active methods that could exploit an existing design in a frequency converter. For 

example, the control boards in a frequency converter usually require internal 24 VDC 

auxiliary power which is done by means of a switch-mode power supply, SMPS, and in this 

case by a flyback converter. As said, a frequency converter will anyway have an SMPS 

which makes comparing the results of the flyback converter balancing simulations to the 

others ambiguous. Benefit of using this method would be that the balancing resistors are not 

needed but the unequal loading conditions as explained in subchapter 5.4 must be 

considered. 

 

Implementing an active voltage balancing in a frequency converter will set a challenge for 

electrical dimensioning but also for mechanical design as the components are likely to 

require more space to fit on the circuit boards. New design may get more expensive than 

using a simple resistor balancing but then again it may be that less cooling is required 

reducing the size and power consumption. Furthermore, as explained in subchapter 5.5 all 

the active balancing methods may require an additional discharging circuit to be added in 

the DC-link. 

 

In October 2019 the Ecodesign regulation (EU 2019/1781) set by the European Union came 

into effect and for the first time, the efficiency requirements consider also VSDs. These 

requirements will take place starting on July 2021 and further requirements will be 

introduced later. A demand for more efficient frequency converters in industry will likely 

grow in the future and finding where losses could be reduced in the equipment can be 

challenging. Active voltage balancing could provide help in this case. (Publications Office 

of the European Union, 2020.)  
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6.2 Future studies 

Simulation models created for this thesis show that each balancing method works in principle 

and they offer a good starting point if one chooses to make a prototype of any of them later 

to be implemented in a frequency converter. Although based on the results the active 

balancing methods seem promising, a simple way to reduce losses could be using a separate 

discharging circuit in the DC-link instead of combining it with the balancing circuit. When 

the main power supply is removed from the drive the discharging circuit would be activated. 

 

The simulation models have a stable DC-voltage supply but in reality, voltage ripple exists 

in a DC-link. For example, a three-phase diode rectifier generates a 300 Hz voltage ripple 

when supplied by a 50 Hz three-phase network because of commutation. The effect of an 

oscillating DC-link on the performance of an active voltage balancing should be studied. If 

an active balancing circuit will react to every minor transient in the DC-link this may lead 

to unnecessary and excessive heating of the components. Adding a hysteresis band in the 

balancing circuit control could prevent such situation if it is possible to be implemented. 

 

Any measurements or statistics showing a real-life dispersion of capacitor capacitances or 

leakage currents could not be found in literature study. This could help evaluating the need 

for balancing instead of using a worst-case scenario by default perhaps leading to an 

overdimensioned balancing circuit. Such statistics could show is there really a need for 

creating more accurate capacitor models to be used in simulations. 
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APPENDIX I, 1 

DC-link leakage current and ESR calculations 

 

  



 

 

APPENDIX I, 2 

 

  



 

 

APPENDIX II 

Flyback converter transformer dimensioning calculations 

 

  



 

 

APPENDIX III, 1 

The LTspice simulation models and measurement statements 

Resistor balancing, 2 capacitors 

 

.meas TRAN B FIND time WHEN V(N001,N005)-V(N005)=10 TD=10 

.meas TRAN Delay PARAM B-0 

.meas TRAN UDCMax MAX V(N001) 

.meas TRAN UDC1Max MAX V(N001,N005) 

.meas TRAN UDC2Max MAX V(N005) 

.meas TRAN PRbal1Max MAX ABS(V(N001,N005)*I(Rbal1)) 

.meas TRAN PRbal2Max MAX ABS(V(N005)*I(Rbal2)) 

.meas TRAN ERbal1Dyn INTEG V(N001,N005)*I(Rbal1) TRIG V(N001)=799 TARG V(N001,N005)-V(N005)=10 TD=10 

.meas TRAN ERbal2Dyn INTEG V(N005)*I(Rbal2) TRIG V(N001)=799 TARG V(N001,N005)-V(N005)=10 TD=10 

.meas TRAN ERBal1Static INTEG V(N001,N005)*I(Rbal1) TRIG V(N001,N005)-V(N005)=10 TD=10 TO 500 

.meas TRAN ERBal2Static INTEG V(N005)*I(Rbal2) TRIG V(N001,N005)-V(N005)=10 TD=10 TO 500 
  



 

 

APPENDIX III, 2 

Resistor balancing, 3 capacitors 

 

.meas TRAN B FIND time WHEN 400-ABS(V(N001,N005)-V(N005,N008)-V(N008))=10 TD=10 

.meas TRAN Delay PARAM B-0 

.meas TRAN UDCMax MAX V(N001) 

.meas TRAN UDC1Max MAX V(N001,N005) 

.meas TRAN UDC2Max MAX V(N005,N008) 

.meas TRAN UDC3Max MAX V(N008) 

.meas TRAN PRbal1Max MAX ABS(V(N001,N005)*I(Rbal1)) 

.meas TRAN PRbal2Max MAX ABS(V(N005,N008)*I(Rbal2)) 

.meas TRAN PRbal3Max MAX ABS(V(N008)*I(Rbal3)) 

.meas TRAN ERbal1Dyn INTEG V(N001,N005)*I(Rbal1) TRIG V(N001)=1199 TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N005)-V(N005,N008)-
V(N008))=10 TD=10 

.meas TRAN ERbal2Dyn INTEG V(N005,N008)*I(Rbal2) TRIG V(N001)=1199 TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N005)-V(N005,N008)-

V(N008))=10 TD=10 
.meas TRAN ERbal3Dyn INTEG V(N008)*I(Rbal3) TRIG V(N001)=1199 TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N005)-V(N005,N008)-

V(N008))=10 TD=10 

.meas TRAN ERbal1Stat INTEG V(N001,N005)*I(Rbal1) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N005)-V(N005,N008)-V(N008))=10 TD=10 
TO=500 

.meas TRAN ERbal2Stat INTEG V(N005,N008)*I(Rbal2) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N005)-V(N005,N008)-V(N008))=10 TD=10 

TO=500 
.meas TRAN ERbal3Stat INTEG V(N008)*I(Rbal3) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N005)-V(N005,N008)-V(N008))=10 TD=10 TO=500 

  



 

 

APPENDIX III, 3 

BJT balancing, 2 capacitors 

 

.meas TRAN B FIND time WHEN V(N001,N008)-V(N008)=10 TD=10 

.meas TRAN UDCMax MAX V(N001) 

.meas TRAN UDC1Max MAX V(N001,N008) 

.meas TRAN UDC2Max MAX V(N008) 

.meas TRAN PRbMax MAX ABS(I(Rb1_1)*V(n001)) 

.meas TRAN PQ1Max MAX ABS(V(N004,N007)*Ic(Q1)) 

.meas TRAN PQ2Max MAX ABS(V(N009,N011)*Ic(Q2)) 

.meas TRAN PQ3Max MAX ABS(V(N013,N014)*Ic(Q3)) 

.meas TRAN PQ4Max MAX ABS(V(N016,N018)*Ic(Q4)) 

.meas TRAN ERbDyn INTEG ABS(V(N001)*I(Rb1_1)) TRIG V(N001)=800 TARG V(N001,N008)-V(N008)=10 TD=10 

.meas TRAN EQ1Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N004,N007)*Ic(Q1)) TARG V(N001,N008)-V(N008)=10 TD=10 

.meas TRAN EQ2Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N009,N011)*Ic(Q2)) TARG V(N001,N008)-V(N008)=10 TD=10 

.meas TRAN EQ3Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N013,N014)*Ic(Q3)) TARG V(N001,N008)-V(N008)=10 TD=10 

.meas TRAN EQ4Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N016,N018)*Ic(Q4)) TARG V(N001,N008)-V(N008)=10 TD=10 

.meas TRAN ERbStatic INTEG ABS(V(N001)*I(Rb1_1)) TRIG V(N001,N008)-V(N008)=10 TD=10 TO=500 

.meas TRAN EQ1Static INTEG ABS(V(N004,N007)*Ic(Q1)) TRIG V(N001,N008)-V(N008)=10 TD=10 TO=500 

.meas TRAN EQ2Static INTEG ABS(V(N009,N011)*Ic(Q2)) TRIG V(N001,N008)-V(N008)=10 TD=10 TO=500 

.meas TRAN EQ3Static INTEG ABS(V(N013,N014)*Ic(Q3)) TRIG V(N001,N008)-V(N008)=10 TD=10 TO=500 

.meas TRAN EQ4Static INTEG ABS(V(N016,N018)*Ic(Q4)) TRIG V(N001,N008)-V(N008)=10 TD=10 TO=500 
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BJT balancing, 3 capacitors 

 

.meas TRAN B FIND time WHEN 400-ABS(V(N001,N010)-V(N010,N023)-V(N023))=10 TD=10 

.meas TRAN UDCMax MAX V(N001) 

.meas TRAN UDC1Max MAX V(N001,N010) 

.meas TRAN UDC2Max MAX V(N010,N023) 

.meas TRAN UDC3Max MAX V(N023) 

.meas TRAN PRb1_1Max MAX ABS(V(N001,N024)*I(Rb1_1)) 

.meas TRAN PRb1_3Max MAX ABS(V(N010)*I(Rb1_3)) 

.meas TRAN PQ1Max MAX ABS(V(N002,N007)*Ic(Q1)) 

.meas TRAN PQ2Max MAX ABS(V(N008,N011)*Ic(Q2)) 

.meas TRAN PQ3Max MAX ABS(V(N014,N017)*Ic(Q3)) 

.meas TRAN PQ4Max MAX ABS(V(N020,N023)*Ic(Q4)) 

.meas TRAN PQ5Max MAX ABS(V(N013,N016)*Ic(Q5)) 

.meas TRAN PQ6Max MAX ABS(V(N019,N025)*Ic(Q6)) 

.meas TRAN PQ7Max MAX ABS(V(N026,N027)*Ic(Q7)) 

.meas TRAN PQ8Max MAX ABS(V(N029,N031)*Ic(Q8)) 

.meas TRAN PRb1_1Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N001,N024)*I(Rb1_1)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N010)-V(N010,N023)-V(N023))=10 
TD=10 

.meas TRAN PRb1_3Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N010)*I(Rb1_3)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N010)-V(N010,N023)-V(N023))=10 TD=10 

.meas TRAN PQ1Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N002,N007)*Ic(Q1)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N010)-V(N010,N023)-V(N023))=10 TD=10 

.meas TRAN PQ2Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N008,N011)*Ic(Q2)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N010)-V(N010,N023)-V(N023))=10 TD=10 

.meas TRAN PQ3Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N014,N017)*Ic(Q3)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N010)-V(N010,N023)-V(N023))=10 TD=10 

.meas TRAN PQ4Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N020,N023)*Ic(Q4)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N010)-V(N010,N023)-V(N023))=10 TD=10 

.meas TRAN PQ5Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N013,N016)*Ic(Q5)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N010)-V(N010,N023)-V(N023))=10 TD=10 

.meas TRAN PQ6Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N019,N025)*Ic(Q6)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N010)-V(N010,N023)-V(N023))=10 TD=10 
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.meas TRAN PQ7Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N026,N027)*Ic(Q7)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N010)-V(N010,N023)-V(N023))=10 TD=10 

.meas TRAN PQ8Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N029,N031)*Ic(Q8)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N010)-V(N010,N023)-V(N023))=10 TD=10 

.meas TRAN PRb1_1Stat INTEG ABS(V(N001,N024)*I(Rb1_1)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N010)-V(N010,N023)-V(N023))=10 TD=10 
TO=700 

.meas TRAN PRb1_3Stat INTEG ABS(V(N010)*I(Rb1_3)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N010)-V(N010,N023)-V(N023))=10 TD=10 

TO=700 
.meas TRAN PQ1Stat INTEG ABS(V(N002,N007)*Ic(Q1)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N010)-V(N010,N023)-V(N023))=10 TD=10 

TO=700 

.meas TRAN PQ2Stat INTEG ABS(V(N008,N011)*Ic(Q2)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N010)-V(N010,N023)-V(N023))=10 TD=10 
TO=700 

.meas TRAN PQ3Stat INTEG ABS(V(N014,N017)*Ic(Q3)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N010)-V(N010,N023)-V(N023))=10 TD=10 
TO=700 

.meas TRAN PQ4Stat INTEG ABS(V(N020,N023)*Ic(Q4)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N010)-V(N010,N023)-V(N023))=10 TD=10 

TO=700 
.meas TRAN PQ5Stat INTEG ABS(V(N013,N016)*Ic(Q5)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N010)-V(N010,N023)-V(N023))=10 TD=10 

TO=700 

.meas TRAN PQ6Stat INTEG ABS(V(N019,N025)*Ic(Q6)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N010)-V(N010,N023)-V(N023))=10 TD=10 
TO=700 

.meas TRAN PQ7Stat INTEG ABS(V(N026,N027)*Ic(Q7)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N010)-V(N010,N023)-V(N023))=10 TD=10 

TO=700 
.meas TRAN PQ8Stat INTEG ABS(V(N029,N031)*Ic(Q8)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N010)-V(N010,N023)-V(N023))=10 TD=10 

TO=700 
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FET balancing, 2 capacitors 

 

.meas TRAN B FIND time WHEN V(N001,N009)-V(N009)=10 TD=10 

.meas TRAN UDCMax MAX V(N001) 

.meas TRAN UDC1Max MAX V(N001,N009) 

.meas TRAN UDC2Max MAX V(N009) 

.meas TRAN PRb MAX ABS(I(Rb1_1)*V(n001)) 

.meas TRAN PM1Max MAX ABS(V(N004,N008)*Ix(M1:D)) 

.meas TRAN PM2Max MAX ABS(V(N008,N013)*Ix(M2:D)) 

.meas TRAN PM3Max MAX ABS(V(N014,N018)*Ix(M3:D)) 

.meas TRAN PM4Max MAX ABS(V(N018,N020)*Ix(M4:D)) 

.meas TRAN PRs1Max MAX ABS(V(N013,N009)*I(Rs1)) 

.meas TRAN PRs2Max MAX ABS(V(N009,N014)*I(Rs2)) 

.meas TRAN ERbDyn INTEG ABS(V(N001)*I(Rb1_1)) TARG V(N001,N009)-V(N009)=10 TD=10 

.meas TRAN EM1Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N004,N008)*Ix(M1:D)) TARG V(N001,N009)-V(N009)=10 TD=10 

.meas TRAN EM2Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N008,N013)*Ix(M2:D)) TARG V(N001,N009)-V(N009)=10 TD=10 

.meas TRAN EM3Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N014,N018)*Ix(M3:D)) TARG V(N001,N009)-V(N009)=10 TD=10 

.meas TRAN EM4Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N018,N020)*Ix(M4:D)) TARG V(N001,N009)-V(N009)=10 TD=10 

.meas TRAN ERs1Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N013,N009)*I(Rs1)) TARG V(N001,N009)-V(N009)=10 TD=10 

.meas TRAN ERs2Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N009,N014)*I(Rs2)) TARG V(N001,N009)-V(N009)=10 TD=10 

.meas TRAN ERbStat INTEG ABS(V(N001)*I(Rb1_1)) TRIG V(N001,N009)-V(N009)=10 TD=10 TO=500 

.meas TRAN EM1Stat INTEG ABS(V(N004,N008)*Ix(M1:D)) TRIG V(N001,N009)-V(N009)=10 TD=10 TO=500 

.meas TRAN EM2Stat INTEG ABS(V(N008,N013)*Ix(M2:D)) TRIG V(N001,N009)-V(N009)=10 TD=10 TO=500 

.meas TRAN EM3Stat INTEG ABS(V(N014,N018)*Ix(M3:D)) TRIG V(N001,N009)-V(N009)=10 TD=10 TO=500 

.meas TRAN EM4Stat INTEG ABS(V(N018,N020)*Ix(M4:D)) TRIG V(N001,N009)-V(N009)=10 TD=10 TO=500 

.meas TRAN ERs1Stat INTEG ABS(V(N013,N009)*I(Rs1)) TRIG V(N001,N009)-V(N009)=10 TD=10 TO=500 

.meas TRAN ERs2Stat INTEG ABS(V(N009,N014)*I(Rs2)) TRIG V(N001,N009)-V(N009)=10 TD=10 TO=500  
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FET balancing, 3 capacitors 

 

.meas TRAN B FIND time WHEN 400-ABS(V(N001,N012)-V(N010,N029)-V(N029))=10 TD=10 

.meas TRAN UDCMax MAX V(N001) 

.meas TRAN UDC1Max MAX V(N001,N012) 

.meas TRAN UDC2Max MAX V(N012,N029) 

.meas TRAN UDC3Max MAX V(N029) 

.meas TRAN PRb1_1Max MAX ABS(V(N001,N029)*I(Rb1_1)) 

.meas TRAN PRb1_3Max MAX ABS(V(N012)*I(Rb1_3)) 

.meas TRAN PM1Max MAX ABS(V(N003,N009)*Ix(M1:D)) 

.meas TRAN PM2Max MAX ABS(V(N009,N014)*Ix(M2:D)) 

.meas TRAN PM3Max MAX ABS(V(N017,N027)*Ix(M3:D)) 

.meas TRAN PM4Max MAX ABS(V(N027,N032)*Ix(M4:D)) 

.meas TRAN PM5Max MAX ABS(V(N015,N023)*Ix(M5:D)) 

.meas TRAN PM6Max MAX ABS(V(N023,N034)*Ix(M6:D)) 

.meas TRAN PM7Max MAX ABS(V(N036,N041)*Ix(M7:D))  
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.meas TRAN PM8Max MAX ABS(V(N041,N043)*Ix(M8:D)) 

.meas TRAN PRS1Max MAX ABS(V(N014,N012)*I(Rs1)) 

.meas TRAN PRS2Max MAX ABS(V(N012,N017)*I(Rs2)) 

.meas TRAN PRS3Max MAX ABS(V(N034,N029)*I(Rs3)) 

.meas TRAN PRS4Max MAX ABS(V(N029,N036)*I(Rs4)) 

.meas TRAN ERb1_1Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N001,N029)*I(Rb1_1)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N012)-V(N010,N029)-V(N029))=10 
TD=10 

.meas TRAN ERb1_3Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N012)*I(Rb1_3)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N012)-V(N010,N029)-V(N029))=10 TD=10 

.meas TRAN EM1Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N003,N009)*Ix(M1:D)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N012)-V(N010,N029)-V(N029))=10 TD=10 

.meas TRAN EM2Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N009,N014)*Ix(M2:D)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N012)-V(N010,N029)-V(N029))=10 TD=10 

.meas TRAN EM3Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N017,N027)*Ix(M3:D)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N012)-V(N010,N029)-V(N029))=10 TD=10 

.meas TRAN EM4Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N027,N032)*Ix(M4:D)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N012)-V(N010,N029)-V(N029))=10 TD=10 

.meas TRAN EM5Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N015,N023)*Ix(M5:D)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N012)-V(N010,N029)-V(N029))=10 TD=10 

.meas TRAN EM6Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N023,N034)*Ix(M6:D)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N012)-V(N010,N029)-V(N029))=10 TD=10 

.meas TRAN EM7Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N036,N041)*Ix(M7:D)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N012)-V(N010,N029)-V(N029))=10 TD=10 

.meas TRAN EM8Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N041,N043)*Ix(M8:D)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N012)-V(N010,N029)-V(N029))=10 TD=10 

.meas TRAN ERs1Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N014,N012)*I(Rs1)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N012)-V(N010,N029)-V(N029))=10 TD=10 

.meas TRAN ERs2Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N012,N017)*I(Rs2)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N012)-V(N010,N029)-V(N029))=10 TD=10 

.meas TRAN ERs3Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N034,N029)*I(Rs3)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N012)-V(N010,N029)-V(N029))=10 TD=10 

.meas TRAN ERs4Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N029,N036)*I(Rs4)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N012)-V(N010,N029)-V(N029))=10 TD=10 

.meas TRAN ERb1_1Stat INTEG ABS(V(N001,N029)*I(Rb1_1)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N012)-V(N010,N029)-V(N029))=10 

TD=10 TO=700 

.meas TRAN ERb1_3Stat INTEG ABS(V(N012)*I(Rb1_3)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N012)-V(N010,N029)-V(N029))=10 TD=10 
TO=700 

.meas TRAN EM1Stat INTEG ABS(V(N003,N009)*Ix(M1:D)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N012)-V(N010,N029)-V(N029))=10 TD=10 

TO=700 
.meas TRAN EM2Stat INTEG ABS(V(N009,N014)*Ix(M2:D)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N012)-V(N010,N029)-V(N029))=10 TD=10 

TO=700 

.meas TRAN EM3Stat INTEG ABS(V(N017,N027)*Ix(M3:D)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N012)-V(N010,N029)-V(N029))=10 TD=10 
TO=700 

.meas TRAN EM4Stat INTEG ABS(V(N027,N032)*Ix(M4:D)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N012)-V(N010,N029)-V(N029))=10 TD=10 

TO=700 
.meas TRAN EM5Stat INTEG ABS(V(N015,N023)*Ix(M5:D)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N012)-V(N010,N029)-V(N029))=10 TD=10 

TO=700 

.meas TRAN EM6Stat INTEG ABS(V(N023,N034)*Ix(M6:D)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N012)-V(N010,N029)-V(N029))=10 TD=10 

TO=700 

.meas TRAN EM7Stat INTEG ABS(V(N036,N041)*Ix(M7:D)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N012)-V(N010,N029)-V(N029))=10 TD=10 

TO=700 
.meas TRAN EM8Stat INTEG ABS(V(N041,N043)*Ix(M8:D)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N012)-V(N010,N029)-V(N029))=10 TD=10 

TO=700 

.meas TRAN ERs1Stat INTEG ABS(V(N014,N012)*I(Rs1)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N012)-V(N010,N029)-V(N029))=10 TD=10 
TO=700 

.meas TRAN ERs2Stat INTEG ABS(V(N012,N017)*I(Rs2)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N012)-V(N010,N029)-V(N029))=10 TD=10 

TO=700 
.meas TRAN ERs3Stat INTEG ABS(V(N034,N029)*I(Rs3)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N012)-V(N010,N029)-V(N029))=10 TD=10 

TO=700 

.meas TRAN ERs4Stat INTEG ABS(V(N029,N036)*I(Rs4)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N012)-V(N010,N029)-V(N029))=10 TD=10 
TO=700  
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Switched capacitors balancing, 2 capacitors 

 

.meas TRAN B FIND time WHEN V(N001,N007)-V(N007)=10 

.meas TRAN Delay PARAM B-0 

.meas TRAN UDC MAX V(N001) 

.meas TRAN UDC1 MAX V(N001,N007) 

.meas TRAN UDC2 MAX V(N007) 

.meas TRAN PS3Max MAX ABS(V(N005,N001)*I(S3)) 

.meas TRAN PS4Max MAX ABS(V(N007,N005)*I(S4)) 

.meas TRAN PS5Max MAX ABS(V(N010,N007)*I(S5)) 

.meas TRAN PS6Max MAX ABS(-V(N010)*I(S6)) 

.meas TRAN PD1Max MAX ABS(V(N005,N001)*I(D1)) 

.meas TRAN PD2Max MAX ABS(V(N007,N005)*I(D2)) 

.meas TRAN PD3Max MAX ABS(V(N010,N007)*I(D3)) 

.meas TRAN PD4Max MAX ABS(-V(N010)*I(D4)) 

.meas TRAN PESRcfMax MAX ABS(V(N005,N009)*I(ESRcf)) 

.meas TRAN PRpcfMax MAX ABS(V(N009,N010)*I(Rpcf)) 

.meas TRAN ES3dyn INTEG ABS(V(N005,N001)*I(S3)) TARG V(N001,N007)-V(N007)=10 

.meas TRAN ES4dyn INTEG ABS(V(N007,N005)*I(S4)) TARG V(N001,N007)-V(N007)=10 

.meas TRAN ES5dyn INTEG ABS(V(N010,N007)*I(S5)) TARG V(N001,N007)-V(N007)=10 

.meas TRAN ES6dyn INTEG ABS(-V(N010)*I(S6)) TARG V(N001,N007)-V(N007)=10 

.meas TRAN ED1Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N005,N001)*I(D1)) TARG V(N001,N007)-V(N007)=10 

.meas TRAN ED2Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N007,N005)*I(D2)) TARG V(N001,N007)-V(N007)=10 

.meas TRAN ED3Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N010,N007)*I(D3)) TARG V(N001,N007)-V(N007)=10 

.meas TRAN ED4Dyn INTEG ABS(-V(N010)*I(D4)) TARG V(N001,N007)-V(N007)=10 

.meas TRAN PESRcfDyn INTEG ABS(V(N005,N009)*I(ESRcf)) TARG V(N001,N007)-V(N007)=10 

.meas TRAN PRpcfDyn INTEG ABS(V(N009,N010)*I(Rpcf)) TARG V(N001,N007)-V(N007)=10 

.meas TRAN ES3Static INTEG ABS(V(N005,N001)*I(S3)) TRIG V(N001,N007)-V(N007)=10 

.meas TRAN ES4Static INTEG ABS(V(N007,N005)*I(S4)) TRIG V(N001,N007)-V(N007)=10 

.meas TRAN ES5Static INTEG ABS(V(N010,N007)*I(S5)) TRIG V(N001,N007)-V(N007)=10 

.meas TRAN ES6Static INTEG ABS(-V(N010)*I(S6)) TRIG V(N001,N007)-V(N007)=10 

.meas TRAN ED1Static INTEG ABS(V(N005,N001)*I(D1)) TRIG V(N001,N007)-V(N007)=10 

.meas TRAN ED2Static INTEG ABS(V(N007,N005)*I(D2)) TRIG V(N001,N007)-V(N007)=10 

.meas TRAN ED3Static INTEG ABS(V(N010,N007)*I(D3)) TRIG V(N001,N007)-V(N007)=10 

.meas TRAN ED4Static INTEG ABS(-V(N010)*I(D4)) TRIG V(N001,N007)-V(N007)=10 

.meas TRAN PESRcfStatic INTEG ABS(V(N005,N009)*I(ESRcf)) TRIG V(N001,N007)-V(N007)=10 

.meas TRAN PRpcfStatic INTEG ABS(V(N009,N010)*I(Rpcf)) TRIG V(N001,N007)-V(N007)=10  
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Switched capacitors balancing, 3 capacitors 
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.meas TRAN B FIND time WHEN 400-ABS(V(N001,N007)-V(N007,N013)-V(N013))=10 

.meas TRAN Delay PARAM B-0 

.meas TRAN UDC MAX V(N001) 

.meas TRAN UDC1 MAX V(N001,N007) 

.meas TRAN UDC2 MAX V(N007,N013) 

.meas TRAN UDC3 MAX V(N013) 

.meas TRAN PS3Max MAX ABS(V(N005,N001)*I(S3)) 

.meas TRAN PS4Max MAX ABS(V(N007,N005)*I(S4)) 

.meas TRAN PS5Max MAX ABS(V(N010,N007)*I(S5)) 

.meas TRAN PS6Max MAX ABS(V(N013,N010)*I(S6)) 

.meas TRAN PS7Max MAX ABS(V(N015,N013)*I(S7)) 

.meas TRAN PS8Max MAX ABS(-V(N015)*I(S8)) 

.meas TRAN PD1Max MAX ABS(V(N005,N001)*I(D1)) 

.meas TRAN PD2Max MAX ABS(V(N007,N005)*I(D2)) 

.meas TRAN PD3Max MAX ABS(V(N010,N007)*I(D3)) 

.meas TRAN PD4Max MAX ABS(V(N013,N010)*I(D4)) 

.meas TRAN PD5Max MAX ABS(V(N015,N013)*I(D5)) 

.meas TRAN PD6Max MAX ABS(-V(N015)*I(D6)) 

.meas TRAN PESRcf1Max MAX ABS(V(N005,N009)*I(ESRcf1)) 

.meas TRAN PESRcf2Max MAX ABS(V(N010,N014)*I(ESRcf2)) 

.meas TRAN PRpcf1Max MAX ABS(V(N009,N010)*I(Rpcf1)) 

.meas TRAN PRpcf2Max MAX ABS(V(N014,N015)*I(Rpcf2)) 

.meas TRAN ES3Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N005,N001)*I(S3)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N007)-V(N007,N013)-V(N013))=10 

.meas TRAN ES4Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N007,N005)*I(S4)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N007)-V(N007,N013)-V(N013))=10 

.meas TRAN ES5Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N010,N007)*I(S5)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N007)-V(N007,N013)-V(N013))=10 

.meas TRAN ES6Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N013,N010)*I(S6)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N007)-V(N007,N013)-V(N013))=10 

.meas TRAN ES7Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N015,N013)*I(S7)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N007)-V(N007,N013)-V(N013))=10 

.meas TRAN ES8Dyn INTEG ABS(-V(N015)*I(S8)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N007)-V(N007,N013)-V(N013))=10 

.meas TRAN ED1Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N005,N001)*I(D1)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N007)-V(N007,N013)-V(N013))=10 

.meas TRAN ED2Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N007,N005)*I(D2)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N007)-V(N007,N013)-V(N013))=10 

.meas TRAN ED3Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N010,N007)*I(D3)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N007)-V(N007,N013)-V(N013))=10 

.meas TRAN ED4Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N013,N010)*I(D4)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N007)-V(N007,N013)-V(N013))=10 

.meas TRAN ED5Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N015,N013)*I(D5)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N007)-V(N007,N013)-V(N013))=10 

.meas TRAN ED6Dyn INTEG ABS(-V(N015)*I(D6)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N007)-V(N007,N013)-V(N013))=10 

.meas TRAN PESRcf1Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N005,N009)*I(ESRcf1)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N007)-V(N007,N013)-V(N013))=10 

.meas TRAN PESRcf2Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N010,N014)*I(ESRcf2)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N007)-V(N007,N013)-V(N013))=10 

.meas TRAN PRpcf1Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N009,N010)*I(Rpcf1)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N007)-V(N007,N013)-V(N013))=10 

.meas TRAN PRpcf2Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N014,N015)*I(Rpcf2)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N007)-V(N007,N013)-V(N013))=10 

.meas TRAN ES3Static INTEG ABS(V(N005,N001)*I(S3)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N007)-V(N007,N013)-V(N013))=10 

.meas TRAN ES4Static INTEG ABS(V(N007,N005)*I(S4)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N007)-V(N007,N013)-V(N013))=10 

.meas TRAN ES5Static INTEG ABS(V(N010,N007)*I(S5)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N007)-V(N007,N013)-V(N013))=10 

.meas TRAN ES6Static INTEG ABS(V(N013,N010)*I(S6)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N007)-V(N007,N013)-V(N013))=10 

.meas TRAN ES7Static INTEG ABS(V(N015,N013)*I(S7)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N007)-V(N007,N013)-V(N013))=10 

.meas TRAN ES8Static INTEG ABS(-V(N015)*I(S8)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N007)-V(N007,N013)-V(N013))=10 

.meas TRAN ED1Static INTEG ABS(V(N005,N001)*I(D1)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N007)-V(N007,N013)-V(N013))=10 

.meas TRAN ED2Static INTEG ABS(V(N007,N005)*I(D2)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N007)-V(N007,N013)-V(N013))=10 

.meas TRAN ED3Static INTEG ABS(V(N010,N007)*I(D3)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N007)-V(N007,N013)-V(N013))=10 

.meas TRAN ED4Static INTEG ABS(V(N013,N010)*I(D4)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N007)-V(N007,N013)-V(N013))=10 

.meas TRAN ED5Static INTEG ABS(V(N015,N013)*I(D5)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N007)-V(N007,N013)-V(N013))=10 

.meas TRAN ED6Static INTEG ABS(-V(N015)*I(D6)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N007)-V(N007,N013)-V(N013))=10 

.meas TRAN PESRcf1Static MAX ABS(V(N005,N009)*I(ESRcf1)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N007)-V(N007,N013)-V(N013))=10 

.meas TRAN PESRcf2Static MAX ABS(V(N010,N014)*I(ESRcf2)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N007)-V(N007,N013)-V(N013))=10 

.meas TRAN PRpcf1Static INTEG ABS(V(N009,N010)*I(Rpcf1)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N007)-V(N007,N013)-V(N013))=10 

.meas TRAN PRpcf2Static INTEG ABS(V(N014,N015)*I(Rpcf2)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N007)-V(N007,N013)-V(N013))=10  
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Flyback converter balancing, 2 capacitors 
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.meas TRAN B FIND time WHEN V(N001,N009)-V(N009)=10 

.meas TRAN Delay PARAM B-0 

.meas TRAN UDC MAX V(N001) 

.meas TRAN UDC1 MAX V(N001,N009) 

.meas TRAN UDC2 MAX V(N009) 

.meas TRAN UDCsec MAX V(N003) 

.meas TRAN PS3Max MAX ABS(V(N009,N008)*I(S3)) FROM 0.001 

.meas TRAN PS4Max MAX ABS(-V(N015)*I(S4)) FROM 0.001 

.meas TRAN PD1Max MAX ABS(V(N005,N008)*I(D1)) FROM 0.001 

.meas TRAN PD2Max MAX ABS(V(N009,N008)*I(D2)) FROM 0.001 

.meas TRAN PD3Max MAX ABS(V(N013,N015)*I(D3)) FROM 0.001 

.meas TRAN PD4Max MAX ABS(-V(N015)*I(D4)) FROM 0.001 

.meas TRAN PL1Max MAX ABS(V(N005,N001)*I(L1)) FROM 0.001 

.meas TRAN PL2Max MAX ABS(V(N013,N009)*I(L2)) FROM 0.001 

.meas TRAN PL3Max MAX ABS(V(N002)*I(L3)) FROM 0.001 

.meas TRAN PD7Max MAX ABS(V(N002,N003)*I(D7)) FROM 0.001 

.meas TRAN PRLMax MAX ABS(V(N003)*I(RL)) FROM 0.001 

.meas TRAN PS3Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N009,N008)*I(S3)) TARG V(N001,N009)-V(N009)=10 

.meas TRAN PS4Dyn INTEG ABS(-V(N015)*I(S4)) TARG V(N001,N009)-V(N009)=10 

.meas TRAN PD1Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N005,N008)*I(D1)) TARG V(N001,N009)-V(N009)=10 

.meas TRAN PD2Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N009,N008)*I(D2)) TARG V(N001,N009)-V(N009)=10 

.meas TRAN PD3Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N013,N015)*I(D3)) TARG V(N001,N009)-V(N009)=10 

.meas TRAN PD4Dyn INTEG ABS(-V(N015)*I(D4)) TARG V(N001,N009)-V(N009)=10 

.meas TRAN PL1Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N005,N001)*I(L1)) TARG V(N001,N009)-V(N009)=10 

.meas TRAN PL2Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N013,N009)*I(L2)) TARG V(N001,N009)-V(N009)=10 

.meas TRAN PL3Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N002)*I(L3)) TARG V(N001,N009)-V(N009)=10 

.meas TRAN PD7Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N002,N003)*I(D7)) TARG V(N001,N009)-V(N009)=10 

.meas TRAN PRLDyn INTEG ABS(V(N003)*I(RL)) TARG V(N001,N009)-V(N009)=10 

.meas TRAN PS3Static INTEG ABS(V(N009,N008)*I(S3)) TRIG V(N001,N009)-V(N009)=10 

.meas TRAN PS4Static INTEG ABS(-V(N015)*I(S4)) TRIG V(N001,N009)-V(N009)=10 

.meas TRAN PD1Static INTEG ABS(V(N005,N008)*I(D1)) TRIG V(N001,N009)-V(N009)=10 

.meas TRAN PD2Static INTEG ABS(V(N009,N008)*I(D2)) TRIG V(N001,N009)-V(N009)=10 

.meas TRAN PD3Static INTEG ABS(V(N013,N015)*I(D3)) TRIG V(N001,N009)-V(N009)=10 

.meas TRAN PD4Static INTEG ABS(-V(N015)*I(D4)) TRIG V(N001,N009)-V(N009)=10 

.meas TRAN PL1Static INTEG ABS(V(N005,N001)*I(L1)) TRIG V(N001,N009)-V(N009)=10 

.meas TRAN PL2Static INTEG ABS(V(N013,N009)*I(L2)) TRIG V(N001,N009)-V(N009)=10 

.meas TRAN PL3Static INTEG ABS(V(N002)*I(L3)) TRIG V(N001,N009)-V(N009)=10 

.meas TRAN PD7Static INTEG ABS(V(N002,N003)*I(D7)) TRIG V(N001,N009)-V(N009)=10 

.meas TRAN PRLStatic INTEG ABS(V(N003)*I(RL)) TRIG V(N001,N009)-V(N009)=10 
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Flyback converter balancing, 3 capacitors 
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.meas TRAN B FIND time WHEN 400-ABS(V(N001,N009)-V(N009,N016)-V(N016))=10 

.meas TRAN Delay PARAM B-0 

.meas TRAN UDC MAX V(N001) 

.meas TRAN UDC1 MAX V(N001,N009) 

.meas TRAN UDC2 MAX V(N009,N016) 

.meas TRAN UDC3 MAX V(N016) 

.meas TRAN UDCsec MAX V(N004) 

.meas TRAN PS3Max MAX ABS(V(N009,N008)*I(S3)) FROM 0.001 

.meas TRAN PS4Max MAX ABS(V(N016,N015)*I(S4)) FROM 0.001 

.meas TRAN PS5Max MAX ABS(-V(N020)*I(S5)) FROM 0.001 

.meas TRAN PD1Max MAX ABS(V(N005,N008)*I(D1)) FROM 0.001 

.meas TRAN PD2Max MAX ABS(V(N009,N008)*I(D2)) FROM 0.001 

.meas TRAN PD3Max MAX ABS(V(N013,N015)*I(D3)) FROM 0.001 

.meas TRAN PD4Max MAX ABS(V(N016,N015)*I(D4)) FROM 0.001 

.meas TRAN PD5Max MAX ABS(V(N018,N020)*I(D5)) FROM 0.001 

.meas TRAN PD6Max MAX ABS(-V(N020)*I(D6)) FROM 0.001 

.meas TRAN PL1Max MAX ABS(V(N005,N001)*I(L1)) FROM 0.001 

.meas TRAN PL2Max MAX ABS(V(N013,N009)*I(L2)) FROM 0.001 

.meas TRAN PL3Max MAX ABS(V(N018,N016)*I(L3)) FROM 0.001 

.meas TRAN PL4Max MAX ABS(V(N002)*I(L4)) FROM 0.001 

.meas TRAN PD7Max MAX ABS(V(N002,N003)*I(D7)) FROM 0.001 

.meas TRAN PRLMax MAX ABS(V(N003)*I(RL)) FROM 0.001 

.meas TRAN ES3Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N009,N008)*I(S3)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N009)-V(N009,N016)-V(N016))=10 

.meas TRAN ES4Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N016,N015)*I(S4)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N009)-V(N009,N016)-V(N016))=10 

.meas TRAN ES5Dyn INTEG ABS(-V(N020)*I(S5)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N009)-V(N009,N016)-V(N016))=10 

.meas TRAN ED1Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N005,N008)*I(D1)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N009)-V(N009,N016)-V(N016))=10 

.meas TRAN ED2Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N009,N008)*I(D2)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N009)-V(N009,N016)-V(N016))=10 

.meas TRAN ED3Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N013,N015)*I(D3)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N009)-V(N009,N016)-V(N016))=10 

.meas TRAN ED4Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N016,N015)*I(D4)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N009)-V(N009,N016)-V(N016))=10 

.meas TRAN ED5Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N018,N020)*I(D5)) 400-ABS(V(N001,N009)-V(N009,N016)-V(N016))=10 

.meas TRAN ED6Dyn INTEG ABS(-V(N020)*I(D6)) 400-ABS(V(N001,N009)-V(N009,N016)-V(N016))=10 

.meas TRAN EL1Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N005,N001)*I(L1)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N009)-V(N009,N016)-V(N016))=10 

.meas TRAN EL2Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N013,N009)*I(L2)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N009)-V(N009,N016)-V(N016))=10 

.meas TRAN EL3Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N018,N016)*I(L3)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N009)-V(N009,N016)-V(N016))=10 

.meas TRAN EL4Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N002)*I(L4)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N009)-V(N009,N016)-V(N016))=10 

.meas TRAN ED7Dyn INTEG ABS(V(N002,N003)*I(D7)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N009)-V(N009,N016)-V(N016))=10 

.meas TRAN ERLDyn INTEG ABS(V(N003)*I(RL)) TARG 400-ABS(V(N001,N009)-V(N009,N016)-V(N016))=10 

.meas TRAN ES3Static INTEG ABS(V(N009,N008)*I(S3)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N009)-V(N009,N016)-V(N016))=10 

.meas TRAN ES4Static INTEG ABS(V(N016,N015)*I(S4)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N009)-V(N009,N016)-V(N016))=10 

.meas TRAN ES5Static INTEG ABS(-V(N020)*I(S5)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N009)-V(N009,N016)-V(N016))=10 

.meas TRAN ED1Static INTEG ABS(V(N005,N008)*I(D1)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N009)-V(N009,N016)-V(N016))=10 

.meas TRAN ED2Static INTEG ABS(V(N009,N008)*I(D2)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N009)-V(N009,N016)-V(N016))=10 

.meas TRAN ED3Static INTEG ABS(V(N013,N015)*I(D3)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N009)-V(N009,N016)-V(N016))=10 

.meas TRAN ED4Static INTEG ABS(V(N016,N015)*I(D4)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N009)-V(N009,N016)-V(N016))=10 

.meas TRAN ED5Static INTEG ABS(V(N018,N020)*I(D5)) 400-ABS(V(N001,N009)-V(N009,N016)-V(N016))=10 

.meas TRAN ED6Static INTEG ABS(-V(N020)*I(D6)) 400-ABS(V(N001,N009)-V(N009,N016)-V(N016))=10 

.meas TRAN EL1Static INTEG ABS(V(N005,N001)*I(L1)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N009)-V(N009,N016)-V(N016))=10 

.meas TRAN EL2Static INTEG ABS(V(N013,N009)*I(L2)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N009)-V(N009,N016)-V(N016))=10 

.meas TRAN EL3Static INTEG ABS(V(N018,N016)*I(L3)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N009)-V(N009,N016)-V(N016))=10 

.meas TRAN EL4Static INTEG ABS(V(N002)*I(L4)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N009)-V(N009,N016)-V(N016))=10 

.meas TRAN ED7Static INTEG ABS(V(N002,N003)*I(D7)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N009)-V(N009,N016)-V(N016))=10 

.meas TRAN ERLStatic INTEG ABS(V(N003)*I(RL)) TRIG 400-ABS(V(N001,N009)-V(N009,N016)-V(N016))=10  



 

 

APPENDIX IV, 1 

LTspice simulation measurement outputs 

 

Resistor balancing, 2 capacitors 

B: time=183.598 at 183.598 

Delay: B-0=183.598 

UDCMax: MAX(V(N001))=799.451 FROM 0 TO 1000 
UDC1Max: MAX(V(N001,N005))=447.902 FROM 0 TO 1000 

UDC2Max: MAX(V(N005))=398.764 FROM 0 TO 1000 
PRbal1Max: MAX(ABS(V(N001,N005)*I(Rbal1)))=10.1321 FROM 0 TO 1000 

PRbal2Max: MAX(ABS(V(N005)*I(Rbal2)))=8.03096 FROM 0 TO 1000 

ERbal1Dyn: INTEG(V(N001,N005)*I(Rbal1))=1616.79 FROM 0.801468 TO 183.598 
ERbal2Dyn: INTEG(V(N005)*I(Rbal2))=1342.41 FROM 0.801468 TO 183.598 

ERBal1Static: INTEG(V(N001,N005)*I(Rbal1))=2577.04 FROM 183.598 TO 500 

ERBal2Static: INTEG(V(N005)*I(Rbal2))=2529.65 FROM 183.598 TO 500 
 

Resistor balancing, 3 capacitors 

B: time=175.121 at 175.121 

Delay: B-0=175.121 
UDCMax: MAX(V(N001))=1199.45 FROM 0 TO 1000 

UDC1Max: MAX(V(N001,N005))=446.69 FROM 0 TO 1000 

UDC2Max: MAX(V(N005,N008))=402.634 FROM 0 TO 1000 
UDC3Max: MAX(V(N008))=398.763 FROM 0 TO 1000 

PRbal1Max: MAX(ABS(V(N001,N005)*I(Rbal1)))=10.0774 FROM 0 TO 1000 

PRbal2Max: MAX(ABS(V(N005,N008)*I(Rbal2)))=8.1876 FROM 0 TO 1000 
PRbal3Max: MAX(ABS(V(N008)*I(Rbal3)))=8.03092 FROM 0 TO 1000 

ERbal1Dyn: INTEG(V(N001,N005)*I(Rbal1))=1541.58 FROM 0.52704 TO 175.121 

ERbal2Dyn: INTEG(V(N005,N008)*I(Rbal2))=1425.03 FROM 0.52704 TO 175.121 
ERbal3Dyn: INTEG(V(N008)*I(Rbal3))=1271.13 FROM 0.52704 TO 175.121 

ERbal1Stat: INTEG(V(N001,N005)*I(Rbal1))=2645.67 FROM 175.121 TO 500 

ERbal2Stat: INTEG(V(N005,N008)*I(Rbal2))=2628.93 FROM 175.121 TO 500 
ERbal3Stat: INTEG(V(N008)*I(Rbal3))=2594.21 FROM 175.121 TO 500 

 

BJT balancing, 2 capacitors 

B: time=306.726 at 306.726 

UDCMax: MAX(V(N001))=800.467 FROM 0 TO 1000 

UDC1Max: MAX(V(N001,N008))=448.632 FROM 0 TO 1000 
UDC2Max: MAX(V(N008))=397.674 FROM 0 TO 1000 

PRbMax: MAX(ABS(I(Rb1_1)*V(n001)))=0.191831 FROM 0 TO 1000 

PQ1Max: MAX(ABS(V(N004,N007)*Ic(Q1)))=0.759518 FROM 0 TO 1000 
PQ2Max: MAX(ABS(V(N009,N011)*Ic(Q2)))=0.663781 FROM 0 TO 1000 

PQ3Max: MAX(ABS(V(N013,N014)*Ic(Q3)))=0.00500515 FROM 0 TO 1000 

PQ4Max: MAX(ABS(V(N016,N018)*Ic(Q4)))=0.00498525 FROM 0 TO 1000 
ERbDyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N001)*I(Rb1_1)))=52.4701 FROM 0.817278 TO 306.726 

EQ1Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N004,N007)*Ic(Q1)))=77.1875 FROM 0 TO 306.726 

EQ2Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N009,N011)*Ic(Q2)))=71.7719 FROM 0 TO 306.726 
EQ3Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N013,N014)*Ic(Q3)))=1.11702e-005 FROM 0 TO 306.726 

EQ4Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N016,N018)*Ic(Q4)))=2.24059e-005 FROM 0 TO 306.726 

ERbStatic: INTEG(ABS(V(N001)*I(Rb1_1)))=31.3089 FROM 306.726 TO 500 
EQ1Static: INTEG(ABS(V(N004,N007)*Ic(Q1)))=7.06162 FROM 306.726 TO 500 

EQ2Static: INTEG(ABS(V(N009,N011)*Ic(Q2)))=7.03954 FROM 306.726 TO 500 

EQ3Static: INTEG(ABS(V(N013,N014)*Ic(Q3)))=7.57863e-006 FROM 306.726 TO 500 

EQ4Static: INTEG(ABS(V(N016,N018)*Ic(Q4)))=1.51937e-005 FROM 306.726 TO 500 
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BJT balancing, 3 capacitors 

B: time=496.795 at 496.795 

UDCMax: MAX(V(N001))=1200.46 FROM 0 TO 1000 
UDC1Max: MAX(V(N001,N010))=447.463 FROM 0 TO 1000 

UDC2Max: MAX(V(N010,N023))=402.567 FROM 0 TO 1000 

UDC3Max: MAX(V(N023))=400.76 FROM 0 TO 1000 
PRb1_1: MAX(ABS(V(N001,N024)*I(Rb1_1)))=0.195943 FROM 0 TO 1000 

PRb1_3: MAX(ABS(V(N010)*I(Rb1_3)))=0.157864 FROM 0 TO 1000 

PQ1Max: MAX(ABS(V(N002,N007)*Ic(Q1)))=0.339005 FROM 0 TO 1000 
PQ2Max: MAX(ABS(V(N008,N011)*Ic(Q2)))=0.319366 FROM 0 TO 1000 

PQ3Max: MAX(ABS(V(N014,N017)*Ic(Q3)))=4.0364e-008 FROM 0 TO 1000 
PQ4Max: MAX(ABS(V(N020,N023)*Ic(Q4)))=8.09437e-008 FROM 0 TO 1000 

PQ5Max: MAX(ABS(V(N013,N016)*Ic(Q5)))=0.352437 FROM 0 TO 1000 

PQ6Max: MAX(ABS(V(N019,N025)*Ic(Q6)))=0.326185 FROM 0 TO 1000 

PQ7Max: MAX(ABS(V(N026,N027)*Ic(Q7)))=0.0375481 FROM 0 TO 1000 

PQ8Max: MAX(ABS(V(N029,N031)*Ic(Q8)))=0.0377501 FROM 0 TO 1000 

PRb1_1Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N001,N024)*I(Rb1_1)))=86.4679 FROM 0 TO 496.795 
PRb1_3Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N010)*I(Rb1_3)))=77.2015 FROM 0 TO 496.795 

PQ1Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N002,N007)*Ic(Q1)))=82.5902 FROM 0 TO 496.795 

PQ2Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N008,N011)*Ic(Q2)))=79.3285 FROM 0 TO 496.795 
PQ3Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N014,N017)*Ic(Q3)))=1.93446e-005 FROM 0 TO 496.795 

PQ4Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N020,N023)*Ic(Q4)))=3.87936e-005 FROM 0 TO 496.795 

PQ5Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N013,N016)*Ic(Q5)))=32.8297 FROM 0 TO 496.795 
PQ6Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N019,N025)*Ic(Q6)))=31.5357 FROM 0 TO 496.795 

PQ7Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N026,N027)*Ic(Q7)))=0.661657 FROM 0 TO 496.795 

PQ8Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N029,N031)*Ic(Q8)))=0.658937 FROM 0 TO 496.795 
PRb1_1Stat: INTEG(ABS(V(N001,N024)*I(Rb1_1)))=33.0157 FROM 496.795 TO 700 

PRb1_3Stat: INTEG(ABS(V(N010)*I(Rb1_3)))=32.068 FROM 496.795 TO 700 

PQ1Stat: INTEG(ABS(V(N002,N007)*Ic(Q1)))=9.84082 FROM 496.795 TO 700 
PQ2Stat: INTEG(ABS(V(N008,N011)*Ic(Q2)))=9.78721 FROM 496.795 TO 700 

PQ3Stat: INTEG(ABS(V(N014,N017)*Ic(Q3)))=7.92765e-006 FROM 496.795 TO 700 

PQ4Stat: INTEG(ABS(V(N020,N023)*Ic(Q4)))=1.58959e-005 FROM 496.795 TO 700 
PQ5Stat: INTEG(ABS(V(N013,N016)*Ic(Q5)))=1.58941e-005 FROM 496.795 TO 700 

PQ6Stat: INTEG(ABS(V(N019,N025)*Ic(Q6)))=7.92765e-006 FROM 496.795 TO 700 

PQ7Stat: INTEG(ABS(V(N026,N027)*Ic(Q7)))=4.09855 FROM 496.795 TO 700 
PQ8Stat: INTEG(ABS(V(N029,N031)*Ic(Q8)))=4.0934 FROM 496.795 TO 700 

 

MOSFET, 2 capacitors 

B: time=84.402 at 84.402 

UDCMax: MAX(V(N001))=800.466 FROM 0 TO 1000 

UDC1Max: MAX(V(N001,N009))=447.977 FROM 0 TO 1000 
UDC2Max: MAX(V(N009))=395.617 FROM 0 TO 1000 

PRb: MAX(ABS(I(Rb1_1)*V(n001)))=0.162781 FROM 0 TO 1000 

PM1Max: MAX(ABS(V(N004,N008)*Ix(M1:D)))=1.69104 FROM 0 TO 1000 
PM2Max: MAX(ABS(V(N008,N013)*Ix(M2:D)))=1.81558 FROM 0 TO 1000 

PM3Max: MAX(ABS(V(N014,N018)*Ix(M3:D)))=0.00412074 FROM 0 TO 1000 

PM4Max: MAX(ABS(V(N018,N020)*Ix(M4:D)))=0.00772254 FROM 0 TO 1000 
PRs1Max: MAX(ABS(V(N013,N009)*I(Rs1)))=0.130872 FROM 0 TO 1000 

PRs2Max: MAX(ABS(V(N009,N014)*I(Rs2)))=2.00049e-006 FROM 0 TO 1000 

ERbDyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N001)*I(Rb1_1)))=12.9926 FROM 0 TO 84.402 
EM1Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N004,N008)*Ix(M1:D)))=68.6276 FROM 0 TO 84.402 

EM2Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N008,N013)*Ix(M2:D)))=73.4499 FROM 0 TO 84.402 

EM3Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N014,N018)*Ix(M3:D)))=0.325576 FROM 0 TO 84.402 

EM4Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N018,N020)*Ix(M4:D)))=0.63611 FROM 0 TO 84.402 

ERs1Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N013,N009)*I(Rs1)))=4.51656 FROM 0 TO 84.402 

ERs2Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N009,N014)*I(Rs2)))=1.85026e-005 FROM 0 TO 84.402 
ERbStat: INTEG(ABS(V(N001)*I(Rb1_1)))=63.4031 FROM 84.402 TO 500 

EM1Stat: INTEG(ABS(V(N004,N008)*Ix(M1:D)))=10.5896 FROM 84.402 TO 500 

EM2Stat: INTEG(ABS(V(N008,N013)*Ix(M2:D)))=9.72236 FROM 84.402 TO 500 
EM3Stat: INTEG(ABS(V(N014,N018)*Ix(M3:D)))=1.71095 FROM 84.402 TO 500 

EM4Stat: INTEG(ABS(V(N018,N020)*Ix(M4:D)))=3.20803 FROM 84.402 TO 500 
ERs1Stat: INTEG(ABS(V(N013,N009)*I(Rs1)))=0.00741112 FROM 84.402 TO 500 

ERs2Stat: INTEG(ABS(V(N009,N014)*I(Rs2)))=6.91876e-013 FROM 84.402 TO 500  



 

 

APPENDIX IV, 3 
MOSFET, 3 capacitors 

B: time=212.621 at 212.621 

UDCMax: MAX(V(N001))=1200.46 FROM 0 TO 1000 

UDC1Max: MAX(V(N001,N012))=447.041 FROM 0 TO 1000 
UDC2Max: MAX(V(N012,N029))=402.191 FROM 0 TO 1000 

UDC3Max: MAX(V(N029))=403.182 FROM 0 TO 1000 

PRb1_1Max: MAX(ABS(V(N001,N029)*I(Rb1_1)))=0.172494 FROM 0 TO 1000 
PRb1_3Max: MAX(ABS(V(N012)*I(Rb1_3)))=0.151187 FROM 0 TO 1000 

PM1Max: MAX(ABS(V(N003,N009)*Ix(M1:D)))=1.67129 FROM 0 TO 1000 

PM2Max: MAX(ABS(V(N009,N014)*Ix(M2:D)))=1.79427 FROM 0 TO 1000 
PM3Max: MAX(ABS(V(N017,N027)*Ix(M3:D)))=0.00426381 FROM 0 TO 1000 

PM4Max: MAX(ABS(V(N027,N032)*Ix(M4:D)))=0.00860406 FROM 0 TO 1000 

PM5Max: MAX(ABS(V(N015,N023)*Ix(M5:D)))=1.50252 FROM 0 TO 1000 
PM6Max: MAX(ABS(V(N023,N034)*Ix(M6:D)))=1.60944 FROM 0 TO 1000 

PM7Max: MAX(ABS(V(N036,N041)*Ix(M7:D)))=0.0597086 FROM 0 TO 1000 

PM8Max: MAX(ABS(V(N041,N043)*Ix(M8:D)))=0.0590608 FROM 0 TO 1000 

PRS1Max: MAX(ABS(V(N014,N012)*I(Rs1)))=0.128281 FROM 0 TO 1000 

PRS2Max: MAX(ABS(V(N012,N017)*I(Rs2)))=9.91743e-009 FROM 0 TO 1000 

PRS3Max: MAX(ABS(V(N034,N029)*I(Rs3)))=0.129008 FROM 0 TO 1000 
PRS4Max: MAX(ABS(V(N029,N036)*I(Rs4)))=0.000152048 FROM 0 TO 1000 

ERb1_1Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N001,N029)*I(Rb1_1)))=33.4026 FROM 0 TO 212.621 

ERb1_3Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N012)*I(Rb1_3)))=31.3119 FROM 0 TO 212.621 
EM1Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N003,N009)*Ix(M1:D)))=70.1508 FROM 0 TO 212.621 

EM2Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N009,N014)*Ix(M2:D)))=74.5776 FROM 0 TO 212.621 

EM3Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N017,N027)*Ix(M3:D)))=0.887941 FROM 0 TO 212.621 
EM4Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N027,N032)*Ix(M4:D)))=1.68853 FROM 0 TO 212.621 

EM5Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N015,N023)*Ix(M5:D)))=33.5747 FROM 0 TO 212.621 

EM6Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N023,N034)*Ix(M6:D)))=35.2247 FROM 0 TO 212.621 
EM7Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N036,N041)*Ix(M7:D)))=0.841819 FROM 0 TO 212.621 

EM8Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N041,N043)*Ix(M8:D)))=1.58375 FROM 0 TO 212.621 

ERs1Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N014,N012)*I(Rs1)))=3.54082 FROM 0 TO 212.621 
ERs2Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N012,N017)*I(Rs2)))=9.35575e-008 FROM 0 TO 212.621 

ERs3Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N034,N029)*I(Rs3)))=1.77301 FROM 0 TO 212.621 

ERs4Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N029,N036)*I(Rs4)))=1.52582e-007 FROM 0 TO 212.621 
ERb1_1Stat: INTEG(ABS(V(N001,N029)*I(Rb1_1)))=74.2271 FROM 212.621 TO 700 

ERb1_3Stat: INTEG(ABS(V(N012)*I(Rb1_3)))=73.4557 FROM 212.621 TO 700 

EM1Stat: INTEG(ABS(V(N003,N009)*Ix(M1:D)))=27.6872 FROM 212.621 TO 700 

EM2Stat: INTEG(ABS(V(N009,N014)*Ix(M2:D)))=27.8165 FROM 212.621 TO 700 

EM3Stat: INTEG(ABS(V(N017,N027)*Ix(M3:D)))=1.99968 FROM 212.621 TO 700 
EM4Stat: INTEG(ABS(V(N027,N032)*Ix(M4:D)))=3.75572 FROM 212.621 TO 700 

EM5Stat: INTEG(ABS(V(N015,N023)*Ix(M5:D)))=3.71716 FROM 212.621 TO 700 

EM6Stat: INTEG(ABS(V(N023,N034)*Ix(M6:D)))=1.99844 FROM 212.621 TO 700 
EM7Stat: INTEG(ABS(V(N036,N041)*Ix(M7:D)))=8.40313 FROM 212.621 TO 700 

EM8Stat: INTEG(ABS(V(N041,N043)*Ix(M8:D)))=9.62293 FROM 212.621 TO 700 

ERs1Stat: INTEG(ABS(V(N014,N012)*I(Rs1)))=0.0618952 FROM 212.621 TO 700 
ERs2Stat: INTEG(ABS(V(N012,N017)*I(Rs2)))=9.78977e-013 FROM 212.621 TO 700 

ERs3Stat: INTEG(ABS(V(N034,N029)*I(Rs3)))=5.57745e-013 FROM 212.621 TO 700 

ERs4Stat: INTEG(ABS(V(N029,N036)*I(Rs4)))=0.00944083 FROM 212.621 TO 700  



 

 

APPENDIX IV, 4 

Switched capacitor, 2 capacitors 

B: time=0.49405 at 0.49405 

Delay: B-0=0.49405 
UDC: MAX(V(N001))=800.195 FROM 0 TO 3 

UDC1: MAX(V(N001,N007))=446.639 FROM 0 TO 3 

UDC2: MAX(V(N007))=400.095 FROM 0 TO 3 
PS3Max: MAX(ABS(V(N005,N001)*I(S3)))=498.072 FROM 0 TO 3 

PS4Max: MAX(ABS(V(N007,N005)*I(S4)))=530.789 FROM 0 TO 3 

PS5Max: MAX(ABS(V(N010,N007)*I(S5)))=99.0958 FROM 0 TO 3 
PS6Max: MAX(ABS(-V(N010)*I(S6)))=106.686 FROM 0 TO 3 

PD1Max: MAX(ABS(V(N005,N001)*I(D1)))=0.197476 FROM 0 TO 3 
PD2Max: MAX(ABS(V(N007,N005)*I(D2)))=0.198881 FROM 0 TO 3 

PD3Max: MAX(ABS(V(N010,N007)*I(D3)))=94.0309 FROM 0 TO 3 

PD4Max: MAX(ABS(-V(N010)*I(D4)))=101.46 FROM 0 TO 3 
PESRcfMax: MAX(ABS(V(N005,N009)*I(ESRcf)))=0.731315 FROM 0 TO 3 

PRpcfMax: MAX(ABS(V(N009,N010)*I(Rpcf)))=0.0993973 FROM 0 TO 3 

ES3dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N005,N001)*I(S3)))=3.17435 FROM 0 TO 0.49405 
ES4dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N007,N005)*I(S4)))=3.17687 FROM 0 TO 0.49405 

ES5dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N010,N007)*I(S5)))=0.969053 FROM 0 TO 0.49405 

ES6dyn: INTEG(ABS(-V(N010)*I(S6)))=0.968962 FROM 0 TO 0.49405 
ED1Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N005,N001)*I(D1)))=0.0411119 FROM 0 TO 0.49405 

ED2Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N007,N005)*I(D2)))=0.04112 FROM 0 TO 0.49405 

ED3Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N010,N007)*I(D3)))=0.805222 FROM 0 TO 0.49405 
ED4Dyn: INTEG(ABS(-V(N010)*I(D4)))=0.805582 FROM 0 TO 0.49405 

PESRcfDyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N005,N009)*I(ESRcf)))=0.0112644 FROM 0 TO 0.49405 

PRpcfDyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N009,N010)*I(Rpcf)))=0.0395796 FROM 0 TO 0.49405 
ES3Static: INTEG(ABS(V(N005,N001)*I(S3)))=0.225143 FROM 0.49405 TO 3 

ES4Static: INTEG(ABS(V(N007,N005)*I(S4)))=0.224741 FROM 0.49405 TO 3 

ES5Static: INTEG(ABS(V(N010,N007)*I(S5)))=0.216603 FROM 0.49405 TO 3 
ES6Static: INTEG(ABS(-V(N010)*I(S6)))=0.216028 FROM 0.49405 TO 3 

ED1Static: INTEG(ABS(V(N005,N001)*I(D1)))=0.196878 FROM 0.49405 TO 3 

ED2Static: INTEG(ABS(V(N007,N005)*I(D2)))=0.196865 FROM 0.49405 TO 3 
ED3Static: INTEG(ABS(V(N010,N007)*I(D3)))=0.199591 FROM 0.49405 TO 3 

ED4Static: INTEG(ABS(-V(N010)*I(D4)))=0.19951 FROM 0.49405 TO 3 

PESRcfStatic: INTEG(ABS(V(N005,N009)*I(ESRcf)))=9.87726e-005 FROM 0.49405 TO 3 

PRpcfStatic: INTEG(ABS(V(N009,N010)*I(Rpcf)))=0.200567 FROM 0.49405 TO 3 

  



 

 

APPENDIX IV, 5 

Switched capacitor, 3 capacitors 

B: time=0.87315 at 0.87315 

Delay: B-0=0.87315 

UDC: MAX(V(N001))=1200.19 FROM 0 TO 3 
UDC1: MAX(V(N001,N007))=447.1 FROM 0 TO 3 

UDC2: MAX(V(N007,N013))=402.546 FROM 0 TO 3 

UDC3: MAX(V(N013))=400.039 FROM 0 TO 3 
PS3Max: MAX(ABS(V(N005,N001)*I(S3)))=477.011 FROM 0 TO 3 

PS4Max: MAX(ABS(V(N007,N005)*I(S4)))=488.064 FROM 0 TO 3 

PS5Max: MAX(ABS(V(N010,N007)*I(S5)))=123.758 FROM 0 TO 3 
PS6Max: MAX(ABS(V(N013,N010)*I(S6)))=80.0318 FROM 0 TO 3 

PS7Max: MAX(ABS(V(N015,N013)*I(S7)))=141.989 FROM 0 TO 3 

PS8Max: MAX(ABS(-V(N015)*I(S8)))=141.037 FROM 0 TO 3 
PD1Max: MAX(ABS(V(N005,N001)*I(D1)))=0.199707 FROM 0 TO 3 

PD2Max: MAX(ABS(V(N007,N005)*I(D2)))=0.201054 FROM 0 TO 3 

PD3Max: MAX(ABS(V(N010,N007)*I(D3)))=0.162598 FROM 0 TO 3 

PD4Max: MAX(ABS(V(N013,N010)*I(D4)))=0.16218 FROM 0 TO 3 

PD5Max: MAX(ABS(V(N015,N013)*I(D5)))=135.96 FROM 0 TO 3 

PD6Max: MAX(ABS(-V(N015)*I(D6)))=135.028 FROM 0 TO 3 
PESRcf1Max: MAX(ABS(V(N005,N009)*I(ESRcf1)))=0.642502 FROM 0 TO 3 

PESRcf2Max: MAX(ABS(V(N010,N014)*I(ESRcf2)))=0.979704 FROM 0 TO 3 

PRpcf1Max: MAX(ABS(V(N009,N010)*I(Rpcf1)))=0.102203 FROM 0 TO 3 
PRpcf2Max: MAX(ABS(V(N014,N015)*I(Rpcf2)))=0.0810273 FROM 0 TO 3 

ES3Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N005,N001)*I(S3)))=2.85192 FROM 0 TO 0.87315 

ES4Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N007,N005)*I(S4)))=2.84756 FROM 0 TO 0.87315 
ES5Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N010,N007)*I(S5)))=0.194686 FROM 0 TO 0.87315 

ES6Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N013,N010)*I(S6)))=0.193553 FROM 0 TO 0.87315 

ES7Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N015,N013)*I(S7)))=1.23846 FROM 0 TO 0.87315 
ES8Dyn: INTEG(ABS(-V(N015)*I(S8)))=1.23371 FROM 0 TO 0.87315 

ED1Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N005,N001)*I(D1)))=0.0737477 FROM 0 TO 0.87315 

ED2Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N007,N005)*I(D2)))=0.0737502 FROM 0 TO 0.87315 
ED3Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N010,N007)*I(D3)))=0.0685084 FROM 0 TO 0.87315 

ED4Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N013,N010)*I(D4)))=0.0685099 FROM 0 TO 0.87315 

ED5Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N015,N013)*I(D5)))=1.06633 FROM 0 TO 0.87315 
ED6Dyn: INTEG(ABS(-V(N015)*I(D6)))=1.06276 FROM 0 TO 0.87315 

PESRcf1Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N005,N009)*I(ESRcf1)))=0.00996792 FROM 0 TO 0.87315 

PESRcf2Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N010,N014)*I(ESRcf2)))=0.0145647 FROM 0 TO 0.87315 

PRpcf1Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N009,N010)*I(Rpcf1)))=0.0733983 FROM 0 TO 0.87315 

PRpcf2Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N014,N015)*I(Rpcf2)))=0.0666499 FROM 0 TO 0.87315 
ES3Static: INTEG(ABS(V(N005,N001)*I(S3)))=0.196419 FROM 0.87315 TO 3 

ES4Static: INTEG(ABS(V(N007,N005)*I(S4)))=0.19621 FROM 0.87315 TO 3 

ES5Static: INTEG(ABS(V(N010,N007)*I(S5)))=0.167379 FROM 0.87315 TO 3 
ES6Static: INTEG(ABS(V(N013,N010)*I(S6)))=0.167333 FROM 0.87315 TO 3 

ES7Static: INTEG(ABS(V(N015,N013)*I(S7)))=0.190374 FROM 0.87315 TO 3 

ES8Static: INTEG(ABS(-V(N015)*I(S8)))=0.189446 FROM 0.87315 TO 3 
ED1Static: INTEG(ABS(V(N005,N001)*I(D1)))=0.167423 FROM 0.87315 TO 3 

ED2Static: INTEG(ABS(V(N007,N005)*I(D2)))=0.167411 FROM 0.87315 TO 3 

ED3Static: INTEG(ABS(V(N010,N007)*I(D3)))=0.16684 FROM 0.87315 TO 3 
ED4Static: INTEG(ABS(V(N013,N010)*I(D4)))=0.16683 FROM 0.87315 TO 3 

ED5Static: INTEG(ABS(V(N015,N013)*I(D5)))=0.171217 FROM 0.87315 TO 3 

ED6Static: INTEG(ABS(-V(N015)*I(D6)))=0.171086 FROM 0.87315 TO 3 
PESRcf1Static: MAX(ABS(V(N005,N009)*I(ESRcf1)))=0.00625308 FROM 0.87315 TO 3 

PESRcf2Static: MAX(ABS(V(N010,N014)*I(ESRcf2)))=0.00875792 FROM 0.87315 TO 3 

PRpcf1Static: INTEG(ABS(V(N009,N010)*I(Rpcf1)))=0.170613 FROM 0.87315 TO 3 
PRpcf2Static: INTEG(ABS(V(N014,N015)*I(Rpcf2)))=0.169809 FROM 0.87315 TO 3  



 

 

APPENDIX IV, 6 

Flyback converter, 2 capacitors 

B: time=1.04797 at 1.04797 

Delay: B-0=1.04797 
UDC: MAX(V(N001))=800.813 FROM 0 TO 3 

UDC1: MAX(V(N001,N009))=448.409 FROM 0 TO 3 

UDC2: MAX(V(N009))=400.406 FROM 0 TO 3 
UDCsec: MAX(V(N003))=36.0989 FROM 0 TO 3 

PS3Max: MAX(ABS(V(N009,N008)*I(S3)))=321.371 FROM 0.001 TO 3 

PS4Max: MAX(ABS(-V(N015)*I(S4)))=128.313 FROM 0.001 TO 3 
PD1Max: MAX(ABS(V(N005,N008)*I(D1)))=1.4535 FROM 0.001 TO 3 

PD2Max: MAX(ABS(V(N009,N008)*I(D2)))=0.58716 FROM 0.001 TO 3 
PD3Max: MAX(ABS(V(N013,N015)*I(D3)))=0.580362 FROM 0.001 TO 3 

PD4Max: MAX(ABS(-V(N015)*I(D4)))=0.467029 FROM 0.001 TO 3 

PL1Max: MAX(ABS(V(N005,N001)*I(L1)))=745.921 FROM 0.001 TO 3 
PL2Max: MAX(ABS(V(N013,N009)*I(L2)))=298.529 FROM 0.001 TO 3 

PL3Max: MAX(ABS(V(N002)*I(L3)))=533.966 FROM 0.001 TO 3 

PD7Max: MAX(ABS(V(N002,N003)*I(D7)))=293.828 FROM 0.001 TO 3 
PRLMax: MAX(ABS(V(N003)*I(RL)))=143.772 FROM 0.001 TO 3 

PS3Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N009,N008)*I(S3)))=0.940668 FROM 0 TO 1.04797 

PS4Dyn: INTEG(ABS(-V(N015)*I(S4)))=0.27293 FROM 0 TO 1.04797 
PD1Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N005,N008)*I(D1)))=0.272268 FROM 0 TO 1.04797 

PD2Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N009,N008)*I(D2)))=0.318754 FROM 0 TO 1.04797 

PD3Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N013,N015)*I(D3)))=0.00195291 FROM 0 TO 1.04797 
PD4Dyn: INTEG(ABS(-V(N015)*I(D4)))=0.272934 FROM 0 TO 1.04797 

PL1Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N005,N001)*I(L1)))=143.24 FROM 0 TO 1.04797 

PL2Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N013,N009)*I(L2)))=0.247044 FROM 0 TO 1.04797 
PL3Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N002)*I(L3)))=142.703 FROM 0 TO 1.04797 

PD7Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N002,N003)*I(D7)))=10.2011 FROM 0 TO 1.04797 

PRLDyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N003)*I(RL)))=131.923 FROM 0 TO 1.04797 
PS3Static: INTEG(ABS(V(N009,N008)*I(S3)))=0.872388 FROM 1.04797 TO 3 

PS4Static: INTEG(ABS(-V(N015)*I(S4)))=0.806823 FROM 1.04797 TO 3 

PD1Static: INTEG(ABS(V(N005,N008)*I(D1)))=0.238125 FROM 1.04797 TO 3 
PD2Static: INTEG(ABS(V(N009,N008)*I(D2)))=0.521971 FROM 1.04797 TO 3 

PD3Static: INTEG(ABS(V(N013,N015)*I(D3)))=0.207322 FROM 1.04797 TO 3 

PD4Static: INTEG(ABS(-V(N015)*I(D4)))=0.521453 FROM 1.04797 TO 3 

PL1Static: INTEG(ABS(V(N005,N001)*I(L1)))=125.524 FROM 1.04797 TO 3 

PL2Static: INTEG(ABS(V(N013,N009)*I(L2)))=110.08 FROM 1.04797 TO 3 

PL3Static: INTEG(ABS(V(N002)*I(L3)))=234.402 FROM 1.04797 TO 3 
PD7Static: INTEG(ABS(V(N002,N003)*I(D7)))=17.1234 FROM 1.04797 TO 3 

PRLStatic: INTEG(ABS(V(N003)*I(RL)))=216.31 FROM 1.04797 TO 3  



 

 

APPENDIX IV, 7 
Flyback converter, 3 capacitors 

B: time=1.50327 at 1.50327 

Delay: B-0=1.50327 

UDC: MAX(V(N001))=1200.94 FROM 0 TO 3 
UDC1: MAX(V(N001,N009))=447.324 FROM 0 TO 3 

UDC2: MAX(V(N009,N016))=418.244 FROM 0 TO 3 

UDC3: MAX(V(N016))=400.312 FROM 0 TO 3 
UDCsec: MAX(V(N004))=10 FROM 0 TO 3 

PS3Max: MAX(ABS(V(N009,N008)*I(S3)))=321.748 FROM 0.001 TO 3 

PS4Max: MAX(ABS(V(N016,N015)*I(S4)))=140.561 FROM 0.001 TO 3 
PS5Max: MAX(ABS(-V(N020)*I(S5)))=85.1631 FROM 0.001 TO 3 

PD1Max: MAX(ABS(V(N005,N008)*I(D1)))=1.45107 FROM 0.001 TO 3 

PD2Max: MAX(ABS(V(N009,N008)*I(D2)))=0.588239 FROM 0.001 TO 3 
PD3Max: MAX(ABS(V(N013,N015)*I(D3)))=0.613045 FROM 0.001 TO 3 

PD4Max: MAX(ABS(V(N016,N015)*I(D4)))=0.521867 FROM 0.001 TO 3 

PD5Max: MAX(ABS(V(N018,N020)*I(D5)))=0.37464 FROM 0.001 TO 3 

PD6Max: MAX(ABS(-V(N020)*I(D6)))=0.466848 FROM 0.001 TO 3 

PL1Max: MAX(ABS(V(N005,N001)*I(L1)))=743.026 FROM 0.001 TO 3 

PL2Max: MAX(ABS(V(N013,N009)*I(L2)))=327.207 FROM 0.001 TO 3 
PL3Max: MAX(ABS(V(N018,N016)*I(L3)))=199.255 FROM 0.001 TO 3 

PL4Max: MAX(ABS(V(N002)*I(L4)))=534.711 FROM 0.001 TO 3 

PD7Max: MAX(ABS(V(N002,N003)*I(D7)))=294.05 FROM 0.001 TO 3 
PRLMax: MAX(ABS(V(N003)*I(RL)))=144.025 FROM 0.001 TO 3 

ES3Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N009,N008)*I(S3)))=0.897809 FROM 0 TO 1.50327 

ES4Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N016,N015)*I(S4)))=0.602924 FROM 0 TO 1.50327 
ES5Dyn: INTEG(ABS(-V(N020)*I(S5)))=0.38108 FROM 0 TO 1.50327 

ED1Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N005,N008)*I(D1)))=0.244972 FROM 0 TO 1.50327 

ED2Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N009,N008)*I(D2)))=0.439486 FROM 0 TO 1.50327 
ED3Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N013,N015)*I(D3)))=0.122152 FROM 0 TO 1.50327 

ED4Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N016,N015)*I(D4)))=0.430414 FROM 0 TO 1.50327 

ED5Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N018,N020)*I(D5)))=0.0831171 FROM 0 TO 3 
ED6Dyn: INTEG(ABS(-V(N020)*I(D6)))=0.779685 FROM 0 TO 3 

EL1Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N005,N001)*I(L1)))=131.987 FROM 0 TO 1.50327 

EL2Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N013,N009)*I(L2)))=66.5001 FROM 0 TO 1.50327 
EL3Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N018,N016)*I(L3)))=0.341691 FROM 0 TO 1.50327 

EL4Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N002)*I(L4)))=197.108 FROM 0 TO 1.50327 

ED7Dyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N002,N003)*I(D7)))=14.1843 FROM 0 TO 1.50327 

ERLDyn: INTEG(ABS(V(N003)*I(RL)))=182.093 FROM 0 TO 1.50327 

ES3Static: INTEG(ABS(V(N009,N008)*I(S3)))=0.553239 FROM 1.50327 TO 3 
ES4Static: INTEG(ABS(V(N016,N015)*I(S4)))=0.555638 FROM 1.50327 TO 3 

ES5Static: INTEG(ABS(-V(N020)*I(S5)))=0.486601 FROM 1.50327 TO 3 

ED1Static: INTEG(ABS(V(N005,N008)*I(D1)))=0.127117 FROM 1.50327 TO 3 
ED2Static: INTEG(ABS(V(N009,N008)*I(D2)))=0.401158 FROM 1.50327 TO 3 

ED3Static: INTEG(ABS(V(N013,N015)*I(D3)))=0.128619 FROM 1.50327 TO 3 

ED4Static: INTEG(ABS(V(N016,N015)*I(D4)))=0.401163 FROM 1.50327 TO 3 
ED5Static: INTEG(ABS(V(N018,N020)*I(D5)))=0.0831171 FROM 0 TO 3 

ED6Static: INTEG(ABS(-V(N020)*I(D6)))=0.779685 FROM 0 TO 3 

EL1Static: INTEG(ABS(V(N005,N001)*I(L1)))=68.5948 FROM 1.50327 TO 3 
EL2Static: INTEG(ABS(V(N013,N009)*I(L2)))=69.3741 FROM 1.50327 TO 3 

EL3Static: INTEG(ABS(V(N018,N016)*I(L3)))=43.7728 FROM 1.50327 TO 3 

EL4Static: INTEG(ABS(V(N002)*I(L4)))=180.189 FROM 1.50327 TO 3 
ED7Static: INTEG(ABS(V(N002,N003)*I(D7)))=13.1582 FROM 1.50327 TO 3 

ERLStatic: INTEG(ABS(V(N003)*I(RL)))=166.272 FROM 1.50327 TO 3 


